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Abstract
Bayesian networks are probabilistic models that represent dependencies
between random variables via directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). They provide a succinct representation for the joint distribution in cases where the
dependency structure is sparse. Specifying the network by hand is often
unfeasible, and thus it would be desirable to learn the model from observed
data over the variables. In this thesis, we study computational problems
encountered in different approaches to learning Bayesian networks. All of
the problems involve counting or sampling DAGs under various constraints.
One important computational problem in the fully Bayesian approach to
structure learning is the problem of sampling DAGs from the posterior
distribution over all the possible structures for the Bayesian network. From
the typical modeling assumptions it follows that the distribution is modular,
which means that the probability of each DAG factorizes into per-node
weights, each of which depends only on the parent set of the node. For this
problem, we give the first exact algorithm with a time complexity bound
exponential in the number of nodes, and thus polynomial in the size of the
input, which consists of all the possible per-node weights. We also adapt
the algorithm such that it outperforms the previous methods in the special
case of sampling DAGs from the uniform distribution.
We also study the problem of counting the linear extensions of a given
partial order, which appears as a subroutine in some importance sampling
iii

iv
methods for modular distributions. This problem is a classic example of
a #P-complete problem that can be approximately solved in polynomial
time by reduction to sampling linear extensions uniformly at random. We
present two new randomized approximation algorithms for the problem.
The first algorithm extends the applicable range of an exact dynamic programming algorithm by using sampling to reduce the given instance into
an easier instance. The second algorithm is obtained by combining a novel,
Markov chain-based exact sampler with the Tootsie Pop algorithm, a recent generic scheme for reducing counting into sampling. Together, these
two algorithms speed up approximate linear extension counting by multiple
orders of magnitude in practice.
Finally, we investigate the problem of counting and sampling DAGs that are
Markov equivalent to a given DAG. This problem is important in learning
causal Bayesian networks, because distinct Markov equivalent DAGs cannot be distinguished only based on observational data, yet they are different
from the causal viewpoint. We speed up the state-of-the-art recursive algorithm for the problem by using dynamic programming. We also present a
new, tree decomposition-based algorithm, which runs in linear time if the
size of the maximum clique is bounded.
Computing Reviews (2012) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
Mathematics of computing → Probabilistic algorithms
Theory of computation → Design and analysis of algorithms
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In machine learning, one of the main tasks is to design algorithms that can
learn a model of a given phenomenon based on data obtained from it. The
model should capture the essential features of the phenomenon so that it
can be used to predict its future behavior or reason about its structure.
Many recent practical advancements in artificial intelligence are due to the
development of machine learning, along with the increasing availability of
real-world data and computational resources. In this thesis, our goal is
to learn a probabilistic model, that is, a model for the joint probability
distribution of a set of random variables.
In any machine learning task, the practical performance depends heavily
on the chosen model and learning method. For modeling the joint distribution of a set of discrete variables, the simplest probabilistic model is the
full probability table, where we specify the probability for every configuration of values for the random variables as a parameter for the model. To
learn such a model, we can just estimate each parameter by looking at the
frequency of that configuration in the data. The problem with this model
is that the size of the probability table grows exponentially in the number
of random variables, which means that storing the table will often be impossible. From the learning perspective, we also have the problem that the
learned model does not generalize well: unless there are only a handful of
random variables, most of the configurations will not be observed in the
data because the probability table is far larger than the set of training data
points.
While in theory full probability tables have the minimum possible number of parameters to express general unstructured joint distributions, most
practical joint distributions have a special internal structure: there are
many conditional independencies between the random variables. The more
conditional independencies we have, the fewer parameters we need to ex1
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press the distribution. The set of conditional independencies is typically
encoded to a (probabilistic) graphical model, which is a graph where nodes
correspond to random variables and edges are used to express dependencies
between them. The most common types of graphical models are Bayesian
networks and Markov random fields, in which the independencies are encoded by directed graphs and undirected graphs, respectively. Each of them
are equivalent to the full-table model if the graph is complete, but to reduce the number of parameters, the model should be as sparse as possible,
meaning that it encodes as many conditional independencies as possible.
Because the types of graphical models differ in the sets of conditional independencies they can express, they also differ in the number of parameters
required to express a given distribution.
The contributions of this thesis are related to Bayesian networks, which
use directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) on the set of random variables to encode the conditional independencies (see the example in Figure 1.1). The
marginal joint probability factorizes into a product of conditional probabilities of each random variable conditioned by its set of parent variables in the
DAG. Because of this, we can parameterize the probability distribution by
specifying these conditional probabilities in probability tables. As the size
of a probability table grows exponentially in the number of involved variables, this parameterization will have significantly fewer parameters than
the full probability table if the DAG is sparse in the sense that all nodes
have only few parents.
While Bayesian networks can be and often are constructed manually
by a domain expert, we are interested in the machine learning approach to
constructing them: Given a set of training data points, each being a joint
assignment of the random variables, we should learn the DAG structure
and the parameters of the Bayesian network. The learned network should
generalize the training data, which means that sampling from the joint
distribution of the network should generate similar data as the training
data. The two main paradigms in Bayesian network learning are constraintbased and score-based learning; most methods use either one of these or
a hybrid of the two. In constraint-based learning, we detect conditional
independencies in the distribution by performing statistical independence
tests on the data, and based on them construct the DAG structure. In
score-based learning, each network structure is assigned a score based on
how well it fits the data and how simple the model is. The learning method
then finds one or more structures with large scores. Learning the DAG
structure is typically the difficult part: after that, the parameters can be
straightforwardly obtained from statistics collected from the data.
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(b) Full table

Figure 1.1: An artificial example of a Bayesian network model of five binary
variables [53] is shown in (a), consisting of the DAG structure and the
conditional probability tables that make up the factorization of the joint
probability. Each variable indicates the presence (T) or absence (F) of
a medical condition (Metastatic cancer, Serum calcium increased, Brain
tumor, Coma, Headaches) in a patient. For example, the only parent of
B is M in this structure, which means that for the factorization we need
the probability table of B conditional on M ; the DAG encodes conditional
independencies such as the independence of B and S given M . The full
probability table of the same distribution is shown in (b) for comparison.
For this particular DAG structure, we only need to specify 11 probabilities
as parameters in the conditional probability tables, compared to 25 −1 = 31
parameters in a full-table model.

In this thesis, we consider computational problems related to scorebased learning, particularly in the case that the score defines a probability
distribution over the DAG structures. One important score like this is the
Bayesian score [52], which is obtained as the posterior probability after
applying the Bayesian formula to update our earlier distribution on DAGs
(which encodes our prior knowledge about the structure) by introducing the
training data as evidence. We assume that the score is modular, meaning
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that it factorizes into a product of node-wise factors that only depend on
the set of parents of the node. This assumption makes it possible to solve
certain computational problems on the score faster. One important and
well-studied [15,87,92] problem like this is the problem of finding the DAG
that maximizes the modular score; this optimum DAG is then typically
used as the structure for the learned Bayesian network.
While the structure that maximizes the score is the best guess we have,
relying solely on it may lead to bias: while it has the largest probability,
the large number of possible DAGs means that its probability may still be
insignificantly small. A practical way to take into account the rest of the
probability mass is to draw samples from the posterior distribution. After
this, the sampled structures can be used as representatives of the whole
distribution. One approach to sampling DAGs from a modular distribution first samples DAGs from a biased distribution using a Markov chain,
after which the bias is corrected [69]. The bias correction phase requires
a subroutine for counting the topological orderings of a DAG, that is, the
orderings of the set of nodes of the DAG such that the parent nodes of each
node appear before it in the ordering. This problem, known as counting
linear extensions, along with the related sampling problem, is the first one
of the computational problems we study:
Problem A. Count and sample the linear extensions of a given partial
order.
We also consider the DAG sampling problem directly without the reduction
to linear extension counting:
Problem B. Sample DAGs from a modular distribution given in the factorized form.
One advantage of Bayesian networks over undirected models, such as
Markov random fields, is that they can be used to express causal relationships between variables in a natural way. This is done by encoding the
causal mechanism of the phenomenon into the network: the parents of a
variable are its direct causes, and the parameters in its probability table
specify the mechanism of determining the value of the variable from the
values of the parents. While Bayesian networks may be used to represent
causal relationships, not all Bayesian networks are causal. For example,
while we consider the DAG structure in Figure 1.1 to be causally correct,
the DAG in Figure 1.2 can encode exactly the same joint distributions while
having the direction of two direct causal relationships flipped. We call this
kind of equivalence between DAGs Markov equivalence.

5
When learning the network structure based on training data gathered
by passively observing the phenomenon, we cannot distinguish between
Markov equivalent DAGs [78]. Thus it makes sense to consider all the
DAGs in the equivalence class to be equally possible [31]. As the number
of DAGs in the equivalence class can be huge, a practical way to get a small
number of representative structures is to sample DAGs from the equivalence
class uniformly at random. If this does not give us enough certainty about
the causal relationships for the task at hand, we need to supplement the
observational data with interventional data, that is, data where we have
actively intervened on the values of some of the variables. Sampling DAGs
from the equivalence class is also useful in the problem of minimizing the
number of interventional experiments required to single out the correct
DAG [26]. Motivated by these applications, we study this sampling problem
along with the related counting problem:
Problem C. Count and sample DAGs that are Markov equivalent to a
given DAG.
Problems A, B, and C are all problems where we count or sample objects
that satisfy a set of constraints. For problems of this type, a wide variety
of algorithmic tools have been developed. Selecting the best tools for the
task at hand is aided by the classification provided by computational complexity theory. The complexity class of #P-complete problems [84] consists
of counting problems that are unlikely to be solvable exactly in polynomial
time, analogously to the class of NP-complete decision problems. Counting
problems are often #P-complete even if the corresponding decision problem
can be solved in polynomial time. For example, the problem of counting
linear extensions (Problem A) is #P-complete [8], but a linear extension
can be found in linear time by topological sorting. For many #P-complete
problems, efficient approximation is still possible. The computational difficulties of randomized approximation and almost uniform sampling are
closely related [46]; many #P-complete problems have randomized approximation schemes that are obtained by reducing the problem into the corresponding sampling problem [8, 21, 45], which is then solved by simulating
rapidly mixing Markov chains [21, 76].
The asymptotic polynomiality of the time complexity does not directly
translate into practical feasibility. Polynomial-time algorithms may be unfeasible in practice due to large constant factor or high degree in the polynomial; for example, this is the case in the existing Markov chain-based
polynomial randomized approximation schemes for counting linear extensions [8, 9]. On the other hand, exact algorithms with exponential worstcase time complexity may still achieve good performance in practice by
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Figure 1.2: A Bayesian network that corresponds to the same distribution
as the network in Figure 1.1. The DAG structures are Markov equivalent,
which means that for any assignment of parameters for the other DAG,
we can always find values for the parameters for this DAG such that the
distributions are equal. In the shown parameterization, the probability
values are rounded to five digits after the decimal point.
exploiting the special properties of the instances the algorithm is applied
to. While these special properties can sometimes be included as additional
parameters in the time complexity [16, 20], proving bounds that fully capture the instance-specific time complexity is often difficult. Thus it makes
sense to implement the algorithms and measure their actual running times
on practical instances.
Counting satisfying assignments of a Boolean formula given in the conjunctive normal form is a prime example of a #P-complete problem with
practical algorithms whose time complexity bounds are very loose. The
corresponding decision problem is NP-complete, but algorithms for it can
often solve real-world instances with millions of variables, and improved
solvers are empirically compared to each other in yearly competitions [43].
These solvers can be modified to allow exact counting of satisfying assignments [67, 82]. Furthermore, various approximate counting and sampling
algorithms [12, 30, 54, 77] have been proposed based on the idea of repeatedly applying a solver for the decision problem in instances where the space

1.1 Contributions and organization
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of satisfying assignments is bisected using a randomly chosen hash function
over the assignments [81, 85]. These methods can be used to solve any constrained counting or sampling problem in a declarative fashion, by encoding
the constraints as a Boolean formula. This approach significantly reduces
the amount of effort that has to be spent on each problem, and allows
constraints to be easily added and removed without requiring a redesign of
the algorithm. For instance, Problems A and C can be obtained from the
uniform case of Problem B by adding further constraints, because linear
extensions can be encoded as maximal DAGs that contain a given DAG
as a subgraph, and the set of DAGs in a Markov equivalence class can be
characterized by required and prohibited subgraphs.
Even though algorithms for general problems such as Boolean satisfiability are good at exploiting instance-specific structure, they are unlikely to
understand the special properties of the problem, which sometimes allow
very efficient solutions. For example, the problem of counting acyclic orientations in chordal graphs, from which Problem C is obtained by adding
additional constraints, admits a polynomial-time algorithm due to its somewhat surprising connection to the chromatic polynomial [68, 79]. For this
reason, even small differences in the problem statement might necessitate
completely different solutions. In general, the existing algorithmic toolbox
does not directly give us a recipe for solving any problem; rather, the best
algorithms are obtained through combining existing methods, mathematical observations, and experimentation.

1.1

Contributions and organization

This thesis presents advancements towards solving the problems A, B, and
C, introduced in the previous section, all of which facilitate practical graphical model structure learning, as well as advance the algorithmic theory of
acyclic structures. The contributions are in the form of five conference
papers.
In Papers I–III, we consider Problem A particularly from the viewpoint
of randomized approximation schemes and Markov chains. The previous
methods [8, 9, 21, 48] have been developed with focus on theoretical results
such as asymptotic time complexity. In this thesis, motivated by the application of structure learning, we take a more practical approach, placing
emphasis on the actual running time of the algorithms on modern hardware. In Paper I, we develop a method for measuring the practical performance of a Markov chain, as it is often better than the available theoretical
bound, and apply it to various chains. In Paper II, we improve the per-
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formance of Markov chain-based methods by improving the reduction [8]
from the counting problem into the problem of sampling linear extensions
uniformly at random. In addition, we present an approximation version
of an exact linear extension counting algorithm [47], which outperforms
the polynomial-time approximation schemes for moderate-sized instances.
Finally, in Paper III, we present an improved randomized approximation
scheme in which we express the problem in a continuous space and use a
Markov chain for sampling in the space.
In Paper IV, we address Problem B directly without reducing it to Problem A first. We present an algorithm with a time complexity bound that is
exponential in the number of nodes. In addition, we devise a polynomialtime algorithm for the special case of symmetric modular distributions,
which also improves the best known bound [55] for the case where the
distribution is uniform. We take particular care in making the algorithm
exact by considering the often overlooked effect of the time complexity of
sufficient-precision numerical operations.
Problem C can be reduced to the simpler problem of counting and
sampling moral acyclic orientations in chordal graphs, which we consider
in Paper V. We augment the state-of-the-art method [35] with dynamic
programming, achieving exponential running time bound along with practical speedup. We also devise another dynamic programming algorithm
that works in the clique tree decomposition structure of the chordal graph.
This algorithm runs in linear time if the maximum size of a clique in the
graph is bounded by a constant, and thus it is the fastest method in sparse
instances.
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we
introduce the basic theory and problems in Bayesian network structure
learning that lead up to our computational problems. After establishing
the motivation, we present the algorithmic contributions to Problems A, B,
and C in their pure combinatorial form, without the language of Bayesian
networks, in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively. We summarize and discuss
the results in Chapter 6. The original publications are reprinted in the end
of the thesis.

1.2

Author contributions

All the publications were jointly written by all of their authors. The other
main contributions by the present author are as follows:
Paper I: The present author devised the mixing time estimation scheme
jointly with Teppo Niinimäki and implemented all the algorithms.

1.2 Author contributions
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Paper II: The present author developed the structure decomposition algorithm, proved its time complexity and implemented it.
Paper III: The present author came up with the perfect sampler, proved
its correctness and implemented the algorithm.
Paper IV: The present author developed the performance optimizations
of the symmetric case adaptation of the general algorithm and carried out
the numerical precision analysis.
Paper V: The present author devised the algorithm based on clique trees
and implemented all the algorithms.
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Chapter 2
Bayesian networks
We consider the problem of modeling the joint distribution of random variables (Xv )v∈V , where V is an index set of size n. Our main interest is in
the case where each variable Xv takes values from a finite set Ωv . The
simplest way to model this joint distribution
would be the full probability
Q
table model, parameterized by θ : v∈V Ωv → [0, 1] such that θ((xv )v∈V )
specifies the probability that Xv = xv for all v ∈ V . As the probabilities
should
Q add up to 1, one of the parameters is redundant, and thus the model
has v∈V |Ωv | − 1 free parameters. Figure 1.1b shows an example of a full
probability table model.
As in practice we typically have tens or hundreds of variables, the number of parameters in full-table models is prohibitively large. To reduce
the number of parameters, we use our prior knowledge that practical joint
distributions are likely to contain conditional independencies between the
variables, that is, for some a, b ∈ V and U ⊆ V \ {a, b}, if we know the values of Xv for all v ∈ U , then knowing the value of Xb provides no additional
information on the distribution of Xa . This allows us to reduce the number
of parameters in the model. We focus on one particular type of model,
Bayesian networks, which uses DAGs on V to encode the independencies.
To reason about the structure of a DAG G and independencies, we will
need the following notation:
• For all v ∈ V , Gv is the set of parents of v in G.

• For all v ∈ V , Desc(G, v) is the set of descendants of v in G, where
node x ∈ V is a descendant of v if there is a directed path from v to
x in G. We also consider any node to be a descendant of itself.
• If for some symbol z we have defined zv for all v ∈ U ⊆ V , we use
the notation zU as a shorthand for (zv )v∈U . For example, XU = xU
means that Xv = xv for all v ∈ U .
11
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• We denote the conditional independence of random variables A and
B given C as A ⊥⊥ B | C. We can replace A, B, or C with multiple random variables by considering tuples of multiple variables as a
single random variable. For example, if a ∈ V and U, U ′ ⊆ V , the
notation Xa ⊥⊥ XU ′ | XU means that Xa is independent of all the
variables Xv where v ∈ U ′ given the values of Xv for all v ∈ U .

• We choose to index the random variables Xv by a separate index set of
DAG nodes v ∈ V instead of using them directly as nodes. This will
improve readability in the subsequent sections, as there we consider
the structure of the DAG to also be a random variable. We make an
exception in the examples (such as Figures 1.1 and 1.2), where for
brevity we use the same notation for the DAG node and the random
variable.
The independencies implied by the Bayesian network DAG structure G all
follow from the local Markov property, which states that for all v ∈ V
Xv ⊥⊥ XV \Desc(G,v) | XGv ,

in other words, Xv is conditionally independent of all of its non-descendant
variables in G given the values of its parent variables. Many other independencies follow by combining these independencies. All the conditional
independencies implied by DAG G can be characterized by the d-separation
criterion [18].
For example, consider the DAG in Figure 1.2. The local Markov property states that C ⊥⊥ (M, S, B, H) | (S, B), from which it follows that
C ⊥⊥ H | (S, B). In fact also a stronger statement C ⊥⊥ H | B holds, but
it does not follow directly from the local Markov property for this DAG.
Instead, we have to use the d-separation criterion or manually prove it by
applying the properties of independence known as graphoid axioms [18, 73]
to the conditional independencies that follow from the local Markov property.
To use the local Markov property to factorize the joint probability distribution of XV , we use the fact that because G is acyclic, it has a topological
ordering (vi )ni=1 , that is, an ordering of V such that if there is an edge from
vi to vj , then i < j. By the chain rule of probabilities, we can factorize the
joint probability as follows:
Pr(XV = xV ) =

n
Y
i=1

Pr(Xvi = xvi | Xv1:i−1 = xv1:i−1 ),

where vi:j is the set of vk such that i ≤ k ≤ j. Since (vi )ni=1 is a topological
ordering, Gvi ⊆ v1:i−1 ⊆ V \ Desc(G, vi ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus we may
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use the local Markov property to reduce the conditioning set v1:i−1 to Gvi ,
yielding the factorization
Y
(2.1)
Pr(XV = xV ) =
Pr(Xv = xv | XGv = xGv ).
v∈V

Now, if the DAG structure G is known, we can parameterize the joint
distribution XVQby specifying Pr(Xv = xv | XGv = xGv ) for all v ∈ V
and xGv ∪{v} ∈ u∈Gv ∪{v} Ωu as a parameter. We denote this parameter
by θv (xGv ∪{v} ). Thus the complete Bayesian network model is the pair
(G, θ)
Q of the DAG structure G and the parameterization θ = θV , where
θv : u∈Gv ∪{v} Ωu → [0, 1] is the conditional probability table for v. The
number of free parameters in θ when the structure G is fixed is
Y
X
|Ωu |,
(|Ωv | − 1)
v∈V

u∈Gv

where we subtract 1 from |Ωv | due to the fact that for each v and xGv the
sum of θv (xGv ∪{v} ) over xv ∈ Ωv is 1, and thus one of the parameters in
the sum can be determined from the others. As we can see, the number
of parameters is small if the graph is sparse in the sense that the nodes
have few parents. If we choose G to be a complete directed graph, then
the local Markov property implies no independencies, andQthe number of
parameters will actually match the number of parameters v∈V |Ωv | − 1 of
the probability table model. This means that the Bayesian network model
can be viewed as a generalization of the full probability table model.

2.1

Score-based learning

We consider the problem of Bayesian network learning: we are given train(j)
ing data points xV for j = 1, 2, . . . , N that are independent and identically distributed samples from an unknown generating distribution, and we
should find DAG G on V and parameters θ such that the Bayesian network
(G, θ) entails a distribution as close as possible to the generating distribution. The most difficult part of this learning problem is learning the
structure, because after the structure G is fixed, the probability tables that
make up θ are typically obtained simply by collecting statistics from the
data. Our focus is in the score-based approach for this learning problem:
each possible network structure G is assigned a score, which quantifies how
well the data fits the structure, and typically also penalizes the complexity
in the model. The learning method then either finds the structure maximizing the score, or outputs a mixture of multiple models weighted by their
scores.
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One natural way to define a score for a structure is through probabilities
and Bayesian inference. In this approach, we consider the Bayesian network
model to be a random variable, and its distribution quantifies for each
possible model our current belief on how likely it is the correct model. For
clarity, we use the notation (G, Θ) to refer to this random uncertain network
and (G, θ) for a fixed network. As the parameters of a Bayesian network
consists of probabilities, Θ is a continuous random variable, while the graph
structure G is discrete. Because the dimensions of the probability table Θv
depend on the parent set Gv , we can only write its probability distribution
conditionally when the parent set Gv is fixed.
The marginal density of (G, Θ) at (G, θ), denoted by pG,Θ (G, θ), describes our prior belief of (G, θ) being the correct model. The prior is
typically specified as the product of the structure prior Pr(G = G) and the
parameter prior pΘ|G=G (θ). The prior should be set using domain knowledge; if nothing is known in advance, the structure prior could be set to be
uniform over all DAGs, or if we expect the model to be simple, it should
assign higher probabilities to DAGs with fewer edges. After this, we ob(j)
serve the training data D = (xV )N
j=1 , which we think of as a realization
of a random variable D. Based on the training data, we update our belief
on the likelihood of each possible model, obtaining the posterior distribution, that is, the distribution of (G, Θ) conditioned on the data observation
D = D. To compute the posterior, we use the Bayes formula
pG,Θ|D=D (G, θ) =

Pr(D = D | G = G, Θ = θ)pG,Θ (G, θ)
.
Pr(D = D)

The divisor Pr(D = D) depends only on the data we have observed, not
the model (G, θ), and thus we consider it to be a constant and omit it
from the score. Hence the score s(G, θ) for the Bayesian network model
(G, θ) is given by l(G, θ)pG,Θ (G, θ), where l(G, θ) is the likelihood of the
data Pr(D = D | G = G, Θ = θ). The likelihood is simply the product of
the probabilities assigned by the model (G, θ) to each of the independent
(j)
data points xV , which means that by applying (2.1) we get the formula
l(G, θ) =

N Y
Y

j=1 v∈V

Pr(Xv =

x(j)
v

| XG v =

(j)
xG v )

=

N Y
Y

(j)

θv (xGv ∪{v} ). (2.2)

j=1 v∈V

To score only the graph structure G without fixing the parameters θ, we
integrate out θ, essentially averaging over all the possible assignments for
the parameters:
Z
Z
s(G) = s(G, θ) dθ = l(G, θ)pG,Θ (G, θ) dθ.
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By splitting the network prior pG,Θ (G, θ) into the structure prior Pr(G = G)
and the parameter prior pΘ|G=G (θ), and moving the structure prior outside
the integral, we can write the score as
Z
s(G) = Pr(G = G) l(G, θ)pΘ|G=G (θ) dθ.
(2.3)

This formula only gives a general framework for defining the score in a
Bayesian way. For practical feasibility, we need to set the form of the parameter prior pΘ|G=G such that the integral in (2.3) can be computed. In
addition, the score should have some internal structure that enables solving structure learning problems, such as optimizing the score or sampling
2
weighted by the score, faster than considering every one of the 2O(n ) possible DAGs separately. Next, we will introduce a class of score functions
that has a suitable internal structure: modular functions.

2.1.1

Modularity

We say that a function f which maps each DAG G on V to a nonnegative
number f (G) is modular if it can be factored into functions fV such that
Y
f (G) =
fv (Gv ),
v∈V

or in other words, the value of f is obtained as a product of the values of
the per-node functions fv : 2V \{v} → R when each of them is given the
parent set of v in the DAG as the argument. A distribution over DAG
structures is modular if its probability mass function is modular. Our aim
is to ensure that the structure score function s(G) is modular, because it
makes it possible to speed up structure learning, such as optimizing the
score or sampling DAGs from the distribution defined by the score. We
will next describe the additional assumptions we need about the priors to
ensure the modularity of the structure score s(G); the structure learning
algorithms for the case of modular score are described in Section 2.1.2.
The data likelihood l(G, θ) = Pr(D = D | G = G, Θ = θ) already has a
suitable decomposition
into local factors, because from (2.2) we see that
Q
l(G, θ) = v∈V lv (Gv , θv ), where
lv (P, θv ) =

N
Y

(j)

θv (xP ∪{v} ).

j=1

We will also require that the structure
Q prior Pr(G = G)Qand the parameter
prior pΘ|G=G (θ) have factorizations v∈V av (Gv ) and v∈V bv (Gv ; θv ), respectively. Note the second argument of bv is θv , because the rest of θ has
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no meaning unless the whole DAG structure G is fixed. By substituting
the modular factorizations to the formula (2.3) for the score, we get that
!Z
Y
Y
s(G) =
av (Gv )
lv (Gv , θv )bv (Gv ; θv ) dθ.
v∈V

v∈V

Each factor in the product inside the integral depends only on one component θv of the integration variable θ, and thus by splitting the integral into
componentwise integrals and exchanging the order
Q of the product and the
integrals, we get a modular factorization s(G) = v∈V sv (Gv ), where
Z
sv (P ) = av (P ) lv (P, θv )bv (P ; θv ) dθv .
To enable the practical computation of the parent set scores sv (P ) for all
v ∈ V and P ⊆ V \ {v}, the parameter prior component bv (P ; θv ) is typically chosen such that the integral can be computed analytically. Various
popular scores, such as K2 [14] and the BDe family of scores [10,36], achieve
this by using a Dirichlet distribution as the parameter prior, because then
the posterior will also be a Dirichlet distribution, which is known to be
integrable [18].
Remark. For simplicity of presentation, we only considered cases where
each variable Xv takes values from a finite discrete set. However, the theory can be generalized to continuous variables as well. This is typically
done by assuming that the continuous data is sampled from a multivariate
Gaussian distribution. By choosing the parameter priors appropriately, one
can ensure that the resulting structure score is modular. One example of
such a score for the Gaussian case is the BGe score [25, 57].

2.1.2

Optimization and sampling

From the strictly Bayesian point of view, the assignment of structure scores
s(G) to all the possible DAGs G already answers the Bayesian network
structure learning problem, as the scores constitute our updated belief on
the correct DAG structure based on the data. However, in practical applications, we should be able to point out a single structure or a small number
of structures as the most likely ones.
The most likely structure is naturally defined as the DAG G that maximizes the score s(G). In the case of the Bayesian score, it is known as
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) structure, as it maximizes the posterior
probability. The problem of finding the MAP structure has been proved
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to be NP-complete for typical scores [13]. The fastest exact modular score
optimization algorithms in terms of asymptotic time complexity run in
O(2n n2 ) time [51, 70], assuming that each parent set score is given in O(1)
time by a black box in the sense that we cannot make any assumptions
about the values of the scores. This is very close to the theoretical lower
bound Ω(2n n) that follows simply from the fact that there are 2n−1 n parent set scores sv (P ), and the algorithm has to consider all of them to find
the exact optimum DAG. If exactness is not necessary, we may use a local
search method [71] and avoid computing all the parent set scores. In order
to solve larger instances exactly, we can impose an upper limit d on the
parent set size, setting the structure prior av (P ) and thus also the score
sv (P ) to zero if |P | > d. The scores may be pruned further by finding
cases where sv (A) ≥ sv (B) for some A ⊂ B ⊆ V \ {n} and in each of
them setting sv (B) = 0, because parent set B can always be replaced by
A without violating the acyclicity constraint. The resulting sparse case
of the optimization problem where most parent set scores are zero can be
solved faster than the general case by constraint optimization and heuristic
methods [15, 87, 92].
If we have only limited amount of training data available, the MAP
structure will typically represent only a very small portion of the posterior
probability mass [23]. In these cases, it makes sense to obtain representative
DAGs from the posterior distribution by sampling structures weighted by
the structure score. This problem is more difficult than optimization in the
sense that we cannot use techniques such as pruning or branch-and-bound,
because even the smaller scores affect the distribution. Paper IV presents
the first exact modular DAG sampling algorithm, which is described in
more detail in Chapter 4. The previous research into the problem has
focused on approximate methods based on running Markov chains in the
space of DAGs [29,56,61] or related spaces [69]. Even though these methods
are useful in practice, their accuracy guarantees are weak: we know that
if we run the Markov chain for long enough, we get close to the correct
distribution, but we do not have any useful bounds on the sufficient number
of steps.
The computational difficulty of sampling from modular distributions
has led to the use of order-modular distributions, which are distributions
that can be obtained from a modular distribution by multiplying the probability weight of each DAG by the number of topological orderings of the
DAG. Using an order-modular distribution instead of a modular distribution allows for faster sampling both exactly [33,69] and approximately [23].
This speedup comes at a cost of biasing the distribution: we effectively
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choose a structure prior which favors DAGs that have more topological orderings, which is usually not justified by anything else than computational
convenience. To fix this bias, we can use importance sampling [33,69]: each
sampled DAG from the order-modular distribution is given a weight which
is the inverse of the number of topological orderings of that DAG. In practice, importance sampling can be used similarly to unweighted sampling
by taking the weights into account. To implement this method, we need a
subroutine that can count the number of topological orderings of a given
DAG, which is equivalent to counting the linear extensions of a given partial
order. Our contributions to this problem are described in Chapter 3.

2.2

Markov equivalence

When learning Bayesian networks from data, it often happens that even
if we have large amounts of training data available, we find two network
structures G and G′ that seem to fit the data equally well. This is typically caused by the DAG G being Markov equivalent to the DAG G′ , which
means that they can express exactly the same set of distributions. More
exactly, this means that there is a one-to-one correspondence between parameter assignments θ of G and θ′ of G′ such that (G, θ) and (G′ , θ′ ) always
correspond to the same distribution. The structures in Figures 1.1 and 1.2
are an example of two Markov-equivalent DAGs. Another equivalent definition states that DAGs G and G′ are equivalent if they yield exactly the
same set of conditional independencies by the local Markov property. This
means that a constraint-based Bayesian network learning method cannot
distinguish the two DAGs, because both structures fit the conditional independencies found from the data equally well. Also in score-based learning,
the score function is often set such that Markov-equivalent DAGs give the
same score; this is the case for example for the BDe [36] score. For the
problem of modeling the joint distribution, the existence of multiple indistinguishable DAG structures is not really a problem: we can simply select
an arbitrary DAG from the equivalence class. However, Bayesian networks
are also used for causal modeling, and from that viewpoint Markov equivalent DAGs are not interchangeable.
Causal Bayesian networks are a type of structural causal models [72]
which encode the mechanism by which the random variables influence each
other. The parent variables XGv of a random variable Xv are its direct
causes, and parameters θv specify the mechanism by which the value of
Xv is determined from them. The structure learning methods described
earlier are not sufficient for learning the DAG structure G of the causal
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Bayesian network (causal learning): given enough training data, they will
find a DAG G′ that is Markov equivalent to G with high probability, but
G′ may still be very different from G in the causal sense. For example in
Figures 1.1 and 1.2, the DAGs disagree on whether B (brain tumor) causes
H (headaches) or vice versa. It is possible that we are lucky in the sense
that the learned structure G′ is the only DAG in its Markov equivalence
class: in this case, we have reason to believe that it is also the correct
causal structure. However, this is often not the case: even when V = {a, b}
and the random variables Xa and Xb are dependent, we have two possible
Markov equivalent DAG structures a → b and a ← b. Asymptotically, only
about every 14th DAG has no Markov equivalent DAGs [80].
Even if we have more than one DAG in the learned Markov equivalence class, some features of the DAG are already known: the skeleton,
that is, the undirected graph obtained by removing all directions from the
edges, and the immoralities (also known as v-structures), that are the node
triplets (a, v, b) such that there are edges a → v ← b but no edge between a
and b. Actually, we can check if two DAGs are Markov equivalent by seeing
if they have the same skeleton and the same set of immoralities [88]. We
can summarize the Markov equivalence class by starting from the skeleton,
and then for each immorality (a, v, b) directing edges a → v and b → v,
and finally directing the edges whose directions can be inferred from the
acyclicity condition or the fact that there should not be any additional
immoralities. The resulting partially directed graph, known as the essential graph, uniquely characterizes the Markov equivalence class and can be
constructed in polynomial time [63, 88]. The essential graph of the DAGs
in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 is shown in Figure 2.1. In this case we may deduce
that because there is a directed edge from B to C in the essential graph,
B (brain tumor) is a direct cause of C (coma). This deduction relies on
the assumption that the model contains all the relevant variables, because
if there is a variable Z that is a direct cause of both B and C, then we may
have learned the edge from B to C only because we omitted the confounding
variable Z from the model [72, Chapter 6].
If the essential graph does not reveal enough information about the
causal structure, for instance if in the example of Figure 2.1 we want
to know whether S (increase in serum calcium) is a direct cause of M
(metastatic cancer) or vice versa, then observational training data from
the distribution is not enough [78]: we need to augment our training data
with interventional experiments, in which we control some variables and
see how this affects other variables. In real-world applications, gathering
interventional data is often very expensive, as it requires interfering with
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Figure 2.1: The essential graph of the Markov equivalence class that contains the DAGs in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. The DAGs in the equivalence class
are exactly the graphs that can be constructed from the essential graph by
orienting each undirected edge such that the resulting graph is acyclic and
no additional immoralities are created.
the mechanism being modeled. This gives rise to the problem of designing
the interventional experiments such that the total cost of the experiments
is minimized. Many algorithms have been proposed for different variants of
this problem [22,26,32,42,75]. One of these algorithms, the random greedy
interventional design algorithm [26], considers the problem of finding a set
of experiments that are approximately optimal in maximizing the expected
number of discovered edge directions while staying within given cost budget. This algorithm is one application for our problem of sampling DAGs
from a Markov equivalence class, because the main performance bottleneck
of the algorithm is estimating the average utility of each possible intervention, which works by sampling DAGs from the equivalence class uniformly
at random and averaging the utilities of each sampled DAG.
Sometimes it is impossible to carry out interventional experiments, as
the phenomenon being modeled is out of our control. If we have no prior
knowledge which could be used to direct some of the remaining undirected
edges, we have no other choice than to consider each causal structure in
the learned Markov equivalence class as equally likely [31]. To estimate the
total causal effects between variables (including indirect effects through
intermediate variables), we should use the calculus of interventions [72] to
estimate the effect in each DAG of the equivalence class, and aggregate all
the results. This is computationally infeasible if the size of the equivalence
class is too large. If this is the case, we can reduce the number of considered
DAGs by sampling them uniformly at random from the equivalence class.
Actually, sampling DAGs from the Markov equivalence class of a maximum
a posteriori DAG is approximately equivalent to sampling DAGs from the
posterior distribution if the chosen score is equal for Markov equivalent
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DAGs and the amount of observational training data is very large. This is
the case because as the amount of data increases, the total probability of
the other DAG structures in the posterior distribution will approach zero.
Despite this equivalence, it often is computationally more feasible to find a
DAG that optimizes the score, resorting to heuristic methods if necessary,
than to sample from the posterior distribution directly. This is another
application for uniform sampling of DAGs from a Markov equivalence class,
which will be considered in more detail in Chapter 5 and Paper V.
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Chapter 3
Linear extensions
In addition to its application in Bayesian network structure learning that
was discussed in Section 2.1.2, the problem of counting linear extensions
appears as a subproblem in various other problems in artificial intelligence, such as sequence analysis [62], preference reasoning [60], partial order plans [66], and inference of election outcomes [50]. The problem has
been proved to be a #P-complete [8], which means that it is unlikely to
be solvable in polynomial time. In the sense of worst-case asymptotic time
complexity, the fastest exact counting algorithms run in O(2n n) time [19],
where n is the number of elements in the partial order. However, practical optimizations allow the algorithms to run much faster than the time
complexity bound on typical instances [47].
Despite the #P-completeness of the problem, one can achieve polynomial time complexity bounds by allowing randomized approximation [21],
where we only require the output to be within given relative error of the correct value with given probability. This can be done by reducing the problem
into a polynomial number of instances of the problem of sampling linear
extensions uniformly at random [8], which is then solved in polynomial time
using Markov chains [3, 9, 38, 48]. Prior to our results, the approximation
schemes were outperformed by the exact counting method in practice [47].
In this chapter, we introduce our contributions to the problems of counting and sampling linear extensions. After defining the essential concepts,
in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we introduce the two practical approximate linear
extension counting methods of Paper II. Then in Section 3.4 we switch
our focus to sampling linear extensions using Markov chains and present
the method of Paper I for empirically evaluating the mixing properties of a
chain. We conclude the chapter with the contribution of Paper III: an exact sampler for a continuous-space generalization of linear extensions, which
enables faster approximate linear extension counting in large instances.
23
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3.1

Partial orders

Let A be a finite set and  a binary relation on A, that is, a subset of A×A.
We use the notation x  y to indicate that (x, y) ∈ . We define that  is
a partial order on A if the following properties hold for all x, y, z ∈ A:
• Reflexivity: x  x.
• Antisymmetry: if x  y and y  x, then x = y.
• Transitivity: if x  y and y  z, then x  z.
We denote x 6 y to indicate that (x, y) 6∈  and x ≺ y to indicate that
x  y and x 6= y. Each member (x, y) of the partial order relation is called
an (ordering) constraint. Elements x, y ∈ A are comparable in the partial
order if x  y or y  x; otherwise they are incomparable. Element y ∈ A
is a predecessor of x ∈ A if y ≺ x and successor of x if x ≺ y. An element
is minimal or maximal if it has no predecessors or successors, respectively.
The pair (A, ) is known as a partially ordered set or poset for short—all
the concepts defined for the partial order  naturally extend to the poset P .
Given a set B ⊆ A, the restriction of P into B is the poset (B, ′ ) where
′ =  ∩ (B × B), and it is denoted by P [B].
Partial order ′ on A is an extension of the partial order  if it is a
superset of , or in other words, if for all x, y ∈ A such that x  y it holds
that x ′ y. Conversely, ′ is a relaxation of  if  is an extension of ′ . A
partial order in which all pairs of elements are comparable is linear. Each
linear extension ′ of  can equivalently be represented as an ordered list
List(A, ′ ) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) of the set of elements A which is compatible
with the partial order in the sense that xj 6 xi for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Figure 3.1 shows examples of these concepts.
We denote the set of its linear extensions of a poset P by L(P ) and the
number of linear extensions |L(P )| by ℓ(P ). In the problem of randomized approximate counting of linear extensions of given poset P with given
quality parameters ǫ, δ > 0, the output ℓ′ (P ) of the randomized algorithm
should be an (ǫ, δ)-approximation of ℓ(P ), which means that
Pr((1 + ǫ)−1 ℓ(P ) ≤ ℓ′ (P ) ≤ (1 + ǫ)ℓ(P )) ≥ 1 − δ.
For example, (1, 1/4)-approximation means that the result ℓ′ (P ) is in range
[ℓ(P )/2, 2ℓ(P )] with probability at least 3/4.
The problem of counting linear extensions of a poset is equivalent to the
problem of counting the topological orderings of a given DAG: the topological orderings of a DAG G = (V, E) correspond to the linear extensions of
the poset (V, ) where x  y if there is a directed path from x to y in G.
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Figure 3.1: We visualize partial orders  as DAGs where each edge x → y
indicates the ordering constraint x ≺ y in the partial order. We often omit
the edges that follow by transitivity. In the partial order of (a), these edges
are shown as dashed lines. (b) is a relaxation of (a), as it is obtained by
removing the constraints c  d and a  d from the partial order relation.
The extension (c) is obtained from (a) by adding the constraints a  b and
b  c; we also need to add b  e to satisfy transitivity. After adding the
constraint e  d to the relation, we get a linear extension (d) of the poset (a)
corresponding to the ordered list (a, b, c, e, d, f ). This is one of the 7 linear
extensions of the poset (a); the other six are (a, b, c, d, e, f ), (a, c, b, d, e, f ),
(a, c, b, e, d, f ), (a, c, e, b, d, f ), (b, a, c, d, e, f ), and (b, a, c, e, d, f ).

3.2

Adaptive relaxation Monte Carlo

The exact linear extension counting algorithm due to De Loof et al. [19] is
based on the observation that each linear extension of a poset P = (A, ) is
obtained by choosing a minimal element x of P as the first element, followed
by an arbitrary linear extension of the remainder of the poset P [A \ {x}].
This gives a recurrence for the function f (S) = ℓ(P [S]):
X
f (S \ {x}),
(3.1)
f (S) =
x minimal in P [S]

where the base case is f (∅) = 1. The number of linear extensions ℓ(P )
can then be obtained as the value f (A). As there are 2n sets S ⊆ A, and
we need to compute each value f (S) only once, we get time complexity
O(2n n).
It often happens that not all of the values f (S) are needed to compute
f (A). If we implement the recurrence using recursion and memoize each
result we compute to avoid recomputation, we only need to consider the
sets S ⊆ A that are upsets of the poset P , that is, sets in which for all
x ∈ S and y ∈ A such that x  y it holds that y ∈ S. Kangas et al. [47]
improved the practical running time of this algorithm further by observing
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that it suffices to only consider upsets that are connected: if S ⊆ A can
be partitioned into two sets X and Y that are completely independent in
the sense that x and y are incomparable for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , then
each linear extension of P [S] is obtained by arbitrarily interleaving linear
extensions of P [X] and P [Y ]. This gives us another recursive rule for this
case:
 
|S|
f (S) =
f (X)f (Y ).
(3.2)
|X|
The dynamic programming algorithm based on the rules (3.1) and (3.2)
is able to exactly count the linear extensions of many practical poset instances with up to about 60 elements [47]. For the existing approximation
schemes [8, 9, 38], instances larger than 60 elements were practically impossible. This gives rise to the question on whether we can obtain faster linear
extension counting algorithms by making the dynamic programming algorithm approximate. In Paper II, we answer the question in the affirmative
with the Adaptive Relaxation Monte Carlo (ARMC) method.
In the ARMC method, we find a relaxation R = (A, ′ ) of the poset P
with the aim that it would be easier for the exact dynamic programming algorithm to compute ℓ(R) than ℓ(P ). Because L(R) ⊇ L(P ), the computed
number of linear extensions ℓ(R) will be larger than the desired output
ℓ(P ). We correct the overestimation by multiplying ℓ(R) with the correction factor µ = ℓ(P )/ℓ(R), which we estimate using Monte Carlo sampling:
we sample linear extensions from L(R) uniformly at random, and obtain
the estimator as the proportion of the samples that are also in L(P ).
Even though in the method we need to sample linear extensions of the
relaxation poset R, it is actually is much easier for us than in the general
case, because we already used the dynamic programming algorithm to count
the linear extensions ℓ(R), and we chose R to be an easy instance for the
algorithm. If we retain the values f (S) = ℓ(R[S]) computed by the counting
algorithm, then we can use them to sample linear extensions efficiently by
tracing back the recursive steps made by the algorithm. This is done by
a recursive routine that samples a linear extension for the restriction R[S]
given S ⊆ A. If the counting algorithm used the rule (3.1) to compute f (S),
then we can first sample the first element x of the linear extension from the
set of minimal elements of R[S] weighted by f (S \{x}), and then recursively
sample the linear extension for the remainder R[S \ {x}]. Otherwise, the
algorithm found a partition of independent sets X and Y for S and used
the rule (3.2) to compute f (S): in this case, we sample the linear extension
of R[S] by recursively sampling linear extensions of R[X] and R[Y ] and
randomly interleaving them.

3.2 Adaptive relaxation Monte Carlo
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The more samples we draw from L(R), the more likely we are to get
a close estimate for µ. To ensure that we get an (ǫ, δ)-approximation, we
use the adaptive Monte Carlo scheme by Dagum et al. [17] in which we
stop sampling when we have seen O(ǫ−2 log δ −1 ) positive samples, that is,
samples that are in L(P ). The expected number of samples from L(R) we
need to draw to find a single member of L(P ) is µ−1 , which means that the
expected number of samples we draw in total is O(µ−1 ǫ−2 log δ −1 ). Because
of the linear dependence on µ−1 = ℓ(R)/ℓ(P ), it is important that we do
not increase the number of linear extensions too much when choosing the
relaxation of R for P . For example, if we use R = (A, ∅) in a case where P
has O(1) linear extensions, then µ−1 = Ω(n!), which is far larger than the
worst-case running time bound O(2n n) of the exact dynamic programming
algorithm.
In ARMC, we choose the relaxation R to be a partition relaxation, which
is based on a partition of the set of elements A into sets (Ai )m
i=1 such that
each set Ai has size k, where k is a tunable parameter (the last set Am
may be smaller). Then we obtain the relaxation R from P by making each
set Ai independent of the restSof the elements A \ Ai . More exactly, we set
R = (A, ′ ), where ′ =  ∩ m
i=1 (Ai × Ai ). Now if k is small, computing
ℓ(R) should be much faster than computing ℓ(P ), because the exponentialtime dynamic programming algorithm will consider each component Ai
separately, and |Ai | ≤ k. However, decreasing k also means that we remove
more constraints from  to obtain ′ , which makes µ = ℓ(P )/ℓ(R) smaller
and as a consequence, we need more samples to estimate it. Thus the
parameter k controlling the tradeoff must be set carefully to optimize the
total running time. In addition, the elements we pick to the sets Ai in
the partition affects the quality of the partition. We should select it such
that ℓ(R) is minimized, but to make it computationally feasible, we use
the number of removed constraints | \ ′ | as the heuristic we minimize.
As even the heuristic optimization problem is NP-complete [24], we settle
for a local optimum obtained by swapping elements between the sets in
the partition such that on each such move, the heuristic value decreases.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of this heuristic optimization.
To select the value of the parameter k adaptively, we start from a small
value and increase it until the running times of the two phases of the algorithm are balanced. For each k, we find the relaxation, count its linear
extensions using the dynamic programming algorithm, and finally estimate
µ by sampling. When it becomes clear that the sampling phase will take
significantly more time than the dynamic programming algorithm, then we
give up and try a larger value of k instead. If we increment k in large
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Figure 3.2: To find the relaxation to use for the poset in (a) with parameter
k = 4, we start from an arbitrarily chosen initial partition A1 = {b, d, e, h}
and A2 = {a, c, f, g} of sets of size k. The relaxation is obtained by removing all the ordering constraints between different sets of the partition,
which are shown in (b) as dashed arrows. Note that we have to add the
constraint arrow a → g to the graphical representation as it no longer follows by transitivity. Initially, the heuristic value, given by the number of
removed constraints, is 8. The greedy local search swaps g and h, improving the heuristic to 5, and then a and b, further improving the heuristic
to 4. This leads to the case in (c), which cannot be improved further. By
minimizing the heuristic value, we have successfully reduced the number of
linear extensions of the relaxation from 1680 in (b) to 420 in (c).
enough steps, then the failed attempts will not introduce notable overhead
because the time complexity of each attempt grows exponentially in k.
In Paper II, we implemented the ARMC algorithm and compared it to
the LEcount implementation [47] of the exact dynamic programming algorithm. We tested the algorithms on both artificially generated posets and
posets derived from Bayesian networks. Figure 3.3 summarizes the results
of the experiments. We see that ARMC extends the practical range of
linear extension counting to over 200 elements by allowing approximation.

3.3

Structure decomposition in counting

Let us consider linear extension counting algorithms that are based on
Monte Carlo sampling operations of the following type: Given a poset
Q = (A, ) and its extension Q′ = (A, ′ ), estimate µ = ℓ(Q′ )/ℓ(Q) as the
proportion of linear extensions of Q′ when sampling linear extensions of Q
uniformly at random. Each operation like this allows us to find the number
of linear extension of a poset if we know the number of linear extensions of a
relaxation or extension of the poset. The extension or relaxation should be
close in the sense that µ is not too small, because we need Θ(µ−1 ) samples
to get a good approximation of µ. In the previous section, we introduced the
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Figure 3.3: The running times of the algorithms as functions of the number
of elements in the poset. Poset types 1–4 are randomly generated, and types
5–9 are derived from benchmark Bayesian networks by first obtaining the
poset as the reachability relation in the DAG, and then restricting the set
of elements into a randomly chosen subset of given size. The quality parameters for ARMC are set such that it produces an (1, 1/4)-approximation.
Each plot line ends when the algorithm exceeds the time limit of 24 hours
or the memory limit of 8 gigabytes. In these experiments, the exact dynamic programming algorithm always runs out of memory before running
out of time.

ARMC algorithm that uses only one operation of this type. While ARMC
is useful in instances with up to roughly 200 elements, we see in Figure 3.3
that the algorithm quickly becomes infeasible when increasing the number
of elements further, because it can no longer find close relaxations of the
poset that are easy enough for the exact dynamic programming algorithm.
Thus, in order to improve the scalability of the algorithm, we have to break
the task into smaller operations.
The polynomial-time randomized approximate counting scheme presented by Brightwell and Winkler [8] breaks the problem into multiple
smaller parts by using a sequence of intermediate partial orders (Pi )ki=0
between P0 = P and Pk = L ∈ L(P ) which is increasing in the sense that
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Pi is an extension of Pi−1 . The algorithm estimates
µ = ℓ(L)/ℓ(P ) = ℓ(P )−1 by decomposing it into factors (µi )ki=1 defined
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by µi = ℓ(Pi )/ℓ(Pi−1 ), and estimating each of them using a Monte Carlo
sampling operation. When we multiply all the factors, everything except
ℓ(Pk )/ℓ(P0 ) = µ cancels out. This approach, which we refer to as the
telescopic product method due to the telescopic cancellation, is more generally applicable to other combinatorial counting problems with self-reducible
structure [44, 46].
The sequence of posets (Pi )ki=0 should be chosen such that the factors µi
are not too small, because otherwise we need a lot samples to estimate them.
Brightwell and Winkler [8] achieve this by choosing the sequence such that
the factors are bounded from below by a positive constant. This is done
by using an iterative method that obtains the next poset Pi = (A, ) from
Pi−1 by choosing a pair of incomparable elements (a, b) and adding one
of the constraints a  b and b  a along with the constraints that follow
from it by transitivity. Making the right choice among the two possible
directions for the added constraint is critical, as one of them might lead to
µi being very small. Denote the two possible values of (Pi , µi ) for the two
different choices of the added constraint by (Pi′ , µ′i ) and (Pi′′ , µ′′i ). The sets
L(Pi′ ) and L(Pi′′ ) partition the set of linear extensions of Pi−1 based on the
ordering of a and b, and thus µ′i + µ′′i = 1. We can get an estimate for
µ′i by sampling, and if the estimate is larger than 1/2, we choose Pi = Pi′ ,
and otherwise we choose Pi = Pi′′ . Either way, if we use enough samples to
estimate µ′i , then we will get the desired property that µi ≥ 1/4 with high
probability.
A naive implementation of this method may result in a sequence of
posets of length k = O(n2 ), as we can add at most n(n − 1)/2 constraints
before reaching a linear poset. However, this can be improved by observing
that the way we form the sequence of posets is analogous to comparison
sorting [8]: on the ith step, Pi−1 is the poset currently discovered by the
algorithm, and then the algorithm compares elements a and b, obtaining
the augmented poset Pi . Thus, by emulating an O(n log n)-time comparison
sorting algorithm for the choice of a and b on each iteration, we get sequence
length k = O(n log n). Figure 3.4 shows an example of a sequence of posets
obtained this way.
While Brightwell and Winkler [8] were already able to prove a polynomial time complexity bound for this approximate linear extension counting
algorithm, their analysis is somewhat loose, and the more recent improvements on the time complexity bound for linear extension sampling [9,38] directly translate to further improvements to the time complexity bound. The
best known bound for the number of linear extension samples we need for
estimating each factor µi to obtain an (ǫ, δ)-approximation of ℓ(P ) = µ−1 is
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Figure 3.4: An example of the increasing sequence of posets (Pi )6i=0 obtained by simulating the Quicksort algorithm. The algorithm begins with
the original poset P0 = P , and picks a pivot element d. The only element
that is incomparable with d is c, and by sampling linear extensions of P0 , the
algorithm decides that adding the constraint in the direction c → d instead
of direction d → c to form the next poset P1 results in smaller reduction
in the number of linear extensions. After this, the pivot d has partitioned
the poset into its predecessors {a, b, c} and successors {e, f, g, h}. The algorithm goes on to recursively order the set of predecessors, choosing b as the
pivot and comparing it with the other elements, and the set of successors,
first using pivot e and then g, eventually reaching a linear extension L. This
sequence gradually reduces the number of linear extensions from ℓ(P ) = 29
to 1, because (ℓ(Pi ))6i=0 = (29, 15, 10, 5, 3, 2, 1).
O(ǫ−2 k log δ −1 ); the details on how to obtain this bound are in Theorem 1
of Paper I. Combining this with the bound O(n log n) for the number of factors k and the expected time complexity O(n3 log n) of the best known exact
linear extension sampler [38], we get that the total time complexity of the
approximate linear extension counting algorithm is O(ǫ−2 n5 log3 n log δ −1 ).
As this bound is polynomial in both ǫ−1 and n, the algorithm is a fully
polynomial randomized approximation scheme (FPRAS).
Even though the algorithm has a polynomial running time bound, it is
still not very practical: the degree of the polynomial bound is very high,
and the algorithm rigidly uses the expensive sampling operation for all
steps, missing opportunities for exploiting special structure in the poset.
Next, we will describe the structure decomposition idea that we presented
in Paper II to mitigate these shortcomings in the algorithm.
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If we look at the way the sequence of intermediate posets is formed
by using the Quicksort algorithm as the comparison sorting algorithm, we
observe that it creates a particular kind of special structure in the poset: if
the algorithm chose p ∈ A as the first pivot element, it will add constraints
concerning it until eventually we get a poset Pi = (A, ) in which we the
predecessors A′ and successors A′′ of p form a partition of the set of other
elements A\{p}. By using transitivity we get that x  y for all x ∈ A′ ∪{p}
and y ∈ A′′ ∪ {p}. Thus the A′ part is completely independent from the
A′′ part in Pi (and all the subsequent posets): each linear extension of Pi
is obtained by concatenating an arbitrary linear extensions of Pi [A′ ], the
pivot element p and an arbitrary linear extension of Pi [A′′ ].
We improve the algorithm by allowing it decompose the poset into parts
and handle each part independently. More exactly, when forming the sequence of posets, if it happens that the set of elements S of the poset
Pi = (S, ) can be decomposed into two sets X and Y such that for all
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y it holds that x  y, then we actually split the sequence
into two branches, starting from Pi′ = Pi [X] and Pi′′ = Pi [Y ]. The total
product µ will include the factors µj from both of the branches. This gives
us the correct result, because due to the independence property it holds
that ℓ(Pi ) = ℓ(Pi′ )ℓ(Pi′′ ). We can also branch using the reduction rule (3.2)
from the exact linear extension counting algorithm for the case that each
element of X is incomparable with each element of Y ; in this case, we need
|S| −1
to multiply µ by the factor |X|
. These decomposition rules can be used
to further decompose already decomposed posets, which means that we effectively get a tree of posets instead of a sequence. Figure 3.5 shows an
example of the decomposition tree structure.
We implemented the algorithm and compared it to ARMC and the
original telescopic product algorithm without structure decompositions. In
addition to the state-of-the-art linear extension sampler with O(n3 log n)
expected time complexity [38], we tested a more recent sampler due to
Huber [39] that is based on Gibbs sampling. While the sampler is known
to be efficient only for posets in which there are no elements x, y, z such
that x ≺ y ≺ z, it works correctly for other posets too.

The results for the experiments from Paper II are summarized in Figure 3.6. We see that the decomposing the structure and switching to the
Gibbs sampler each result in a speedup of roughly an order of magnitude.
The running times of the telescopic product methods are much less varied than those of ARMC. In these experiments, ARMC outperforms the
other algorithms in every instance, but by extrapolation we presume that
if we increased the time limit, the fastest telescopic product method would
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Figure 3.5: The tree obtained when using the Quicksort algorithm and the
decomposition rules to the same poset P as in the example of Figure 3.4.
After adding the constraint c → d, the poset decomposes into three parts.
The first one decomposes further into incomparable parts {a, c} and {b},
which are linear posets. The second part is also linear, as it consists of
only the pivot d. In the third part we have to add the constraint e → f ,
but after that everything decomposes into linear parts without the need
for additional sampling. Compared to the telescopic product algorithm
without the decomposition rules, this method reduces the number of factors
we need to estimate by sampling from six to two, and in the second sampling
operation, the number of elements in the poset is 4 instead of 8.

eventually outperform ARMC. Furthermore, the telescopic product method
should parallelize better than ARMC, as it spends most of the time drawing independent linear extension samples, while ARMC uses half of the
time running the exact dynamic programming algorithm, which is harder
to parallelize.
In addition to the practical improvements, we were able to prove that
the algorithm runs in O(ǫ−2 n5 log2 n log δ −1 ) time, which means that the
structure decomposition idea improves the time complexity bound by a
factor of O(log n). To achieve this bound, we use a variant of Quicksort
that always uses the median element as the pivot, because then after adding
O(n) constraints, the poset has been split into exactly half, and this halving
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Figure 3.6: The running times of the telescopic product (TP) algorithms
and ARMC as functions of the number of elements in the same 9 types of
posets as in Figure 3.3, one plot line per algorithm and type of poset.
process recursively continues on both branches after adding O(n) additional
constraints. As the time complexity of linear extension sampling is superlinear and the poset sizes decrease geometrically, the time complexity of the
first O(n) of the O(n log n) sampling operations dominate the total time
complexity. We believe that this time complexity bound is the best known
worst-case bound for approximate linear extension counting. However,
in
√
cases where the poset is sufficiently dense, that is, ℓ(P ) = exp(o(n log n)),
the output-sensitive bound O(ǫ−2 (log ℓ(P ))2 n3 log n log δ −1 ) of the algorithm due to Banks et al. [3] is better.

3.4

Mixing times of Markov chains

In Section 3.2, we showed how to sample linear extensions uniformly at
random by using the exact linear extension counting algorithm based on
dynamic programming. While this approach worked well for sampling linear extensions of the relaxation poset in ARMC, it is feasible for only a very
limited class of posets, and even in those it requires a long precomputation
phase for every poset we use it for. For linear extension sampling in more
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scalable approaches (such as the telescopic product method), we sample
linear extensions using a Markov chain, that is, a random walk in the set
of linear extensions. By carefully designing the transition process for the
chain, we can ensure that if we simulate the chain for sufficient number
of transitions, the resulting state will give us a sample from a distribution
that is close to the desired distribution.
A Markov chain is defined as a random sequence of states (Xt )∞
t=0 in
a domain Ω, in which for all t > 0 the probability distribution of the
state Xt depends only the previous state Xt−1 , or in other words, we have
the conditional independence Xt ⊥⊥ (Xs )t−2
s=0 | Xt−1 for all t > 0. In the
case of linear extension sampling, the domain Ω is typically the set of
linear extensions L(P ) for some poset P . We limit our consideration to
homogeneous Markov chains, in which the way the transition from Xt−1 to
Xt works does not depend on t; more exactly, for all x, y ∈ Ω and t > 0
Pr(Xt = y | Xt−1 = x) = Pr(X1 = y | X0 = x).
This probability is known as the transition probability from x to y. Designing the Markov chain means setting the transition probabilities such
that the chain behaves as desired. The transition is typically implemented
as an algorithm that computes the new state Xt from the previous state
Xt−1 using a random generator.
The Karzanov–Khachiyan chain [48] in the set of linear extensions of
a poset P = (A, ) uses the following kind of algorithm for the transition
from Xt−1 to Xt : With probability 1/2, the chain does nothing, which
means that Xt = Xt−1 . In the other case, let List(Xt−1 ) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ).
We sample an index 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 uniformly at random, and attempt to
swap the elements xj and xj+1 . This is allowed only if xj 6 xj+1 ; in that
case, we set List(Xt ) = (x1 , . . . , xj−1 , xj+1 , xj , xj+2 , . . . , xn ). Otherwise,
the chain does nothing.
To prove that the chain has the desired property that the distribution
of Xt converges to the uniform distribution over Ω = L(P ) as t → ∞ for
any starting state X0 = s ∈ Ω, we need to prove three properties: uniform
stationary distribution, irreducibility, and aperiodicity [58]. The chain has
uniform stationary distribution if it holds that whenever X0 is distributed
uniformly in Ω, then X1 is also. This property follows from the fact that the
chain is symmetric: for all x, y ∈ Ω, the transition probability from x to y
is the same as the transition probability from y to x. The irreducibility and
aperiodicity properties ensure that we can reach all states at all times t ≥ t′
for some t′ ; they follow from the fact that a sequence of swaps between any
pair of states can be constructed explicitly and the chain stays in the same
state with positive probability.
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This convergence result alone does not tell us how many transitions we
need to simulate to get sufficiently close to the uniform distribution. While
we could simply run the chain for a long time and hope that it is enough,
it is sometimes possible to prove a bound on the number of transitions
we need, which is captured by the notion of the mixing time of the chain.
Denote the distribution of Xt when the initial state X0 is fixed to s ∈ Ω by
pts , that is, for all S ⊆ Ω
pts (S) = Pr(Xt ∈ S | X0 = s).
To measure the distance of the distribution pts to the desired stationary
distribution π of the chain (in the uniform case, π(S) = |S|/|Ω|), we use
the total variation distance
||pts − π|| = max |pts (S) − π(S)|,
S⊆Ω

that is, the worst case absolute error in the probability of an event S. The
mixing time τmix (ǫ) for distance ǫ > 0 of the chain is defined as the smallest
t such that ||pts − π|| ≤ ǫ for all s ∈ Ω. Without specific distance, the mixing
time τmix is defined as τmix (1/4). Simulating the chain for a small multiple
of the mixing time will make it quickly reach smaller distances too, because
it holds that τmix (ǫ) ≤ ⌈log2 ǫ−1 ⌉τmix for all ǫ > 0 [58].
If we want to estimate a probability of an event S ⊆ Ω using Monte
Carlo sampling, then the mixing time τmix (ǫ) tells us directly how long we
should simulate the chain such that the absolute error of the probability
of the event given by the chain pts (S) compared to the correct probability
π(S) is at most ǫ. For instance, Brightwell and Winkler [8] were able to
show polynomial time complexity bound for the original telescopic product algorithm using the mixing time bound τmix = O(n6 log n) for the
Karzanov–Khachiyan chain [48], which was the best known bound at the
time. We can also adapt our improved version of the algorithm introduced
in Section 3.3 to directly use a Markov chain, yielding time complexity
bound O(ǫ−2 τmix n2 log n log(n/ǫ) log δ −1 ). This, combined with the improved mixing time bound τmix = O(n3 log n) [91], introduces only a factor
O(log(n/ǫ)) of overhead to compared to the bound O(ǫ−2 n5 log2 n log δ −1 )
that we achieved using an exact sampler based on the Karzanov–Khachiyan
chain [38]. Thus, finding a Markov chain in L(P ) with uniform stationary
distribution and better mixing time bound than the Karzanov–Khachiyan
chain will give us faster approximate linear extension counting algorithm.
Unfortunately, mixing time bounds are often hard to prove. For instance, the mixing time bound O(n3 log n) for the Karzanov–Khachiyan
chain, which is known to be tight in the worst case [91], is a result of
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research spanning a long period of time [9, 48, 91]. For this reason, in Paper I we use experimental methods to evaluate the mixing times of Markov
chains. The results of these experiments can then be used to guide the
development of new chains and bounds.
Generally, computing the mixing time of a given chain is difficult [5,37],
having time complexity that is at least linear in the number of states. Even
in the subproblem of testing whether the distribution of a given sampler is
close to uniform, the required number of samples is of the order |Ω|c , where
c is a positive constant [4, 86]. In the case of linear extension sampling, |Ω|
can be as large as Θ(n!), which means that these methods are not feasible.
Using fewer samples is sometimes possible if the sampler satisfies certain
special properties. For instance, Chakraborty and Meel [11] formulated
mild non-adversariality assumptions under which they could experimentally
determine whether the distribution of a sampler is close to uniform over the
set of satisfying assignments of a Boolean formula. However, methods like
this are based on domain-specific structure, making them difficult to adapt
to other domains. We opt for a simpler approach, in which we modify the
definition of mixing time to make it easier to estimate, and use the resulting
quantity as a proxy for understanding the behavior of the mixing time.
The modified variant of mixing time, which we call the relative mixing
A with respect to a set of events A ⊆ 2Ω , is obtained by replacing
time τmix
the total variation distance in the definition of mixing time by the relative
distance
||pts − π||A = max |pts (S) − π(S)|.
S∈A

Because the relative distance is a lower bound for the total variation disA is also a lower bound for the
tance ||pts − π||, the relative mixing time τmix
standard mixing time τmix , and equality in both of them hold in the case
of the maximal set of events A = 2Ω .
The choice of the set of events A is specific to the domain we use the
method for. In the experiments of Paper I, we consider Markov chains on
linear extensions of a poset P = (A, ). In this case, we choose the set
such that it contains for all pairs (a, b) of distinct elements the event that
element a occurs before element b in the linear extension, or in other words,
A = {{(A, ′ ) ∈ L(P ) : a ′ b} : a, b ∈ A, a 6= b}.
The relative mixing time with respect to this set of events is directly applicable to the telescopic product algorithm, because it contains exactly
the types of events for which the algorithm estimates probabilities using
Monte Carlo sampling. In addition, we hope that this set of events is extensive enough in the sense that the relative mixing time will give us a
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good idea about the standard mixing time too. In our method, we will also
need to be able to compute the probability in the stationary distribution
π for each event S ∈ A. For this set of events we can do this, because if
P ′ = (A, ′ ) is the poset obtained from P by adding the constraint a ′ b,
then π(S) = ℓ(P ′ )/ℓ(P ), and by limiting our consideration to posets of at
most 50 elements, we can compute ℓ(P ′ ) and ℓ(P ) using the exact dynamic
programming algorithm due to Kangas et al. [47].
A (ǫ) by using binary
The method estimates the relative mixing time τmix
search to find a value of t such that the relative distance Dst (A) = ||pts −π||A
reaches ǫ. The use of binary search is justified, because the total variation
distance ||pts − π|| decreases as t increases [64], and we confirmed in our
preliminary experiments that the relative distance, which approximates the
total variation distance, also exhibits similar behavior. To estimate each
relative distance Dst (A) queried by the binary search, we use Monte Carlo
sampling: we carry out many independent simulations of the chain for t
transitions, and compute statistics about how many of the resulting states
are members of each event S ∈ A. This gives us an estimate p̃ts (S) of pts (S)
for each S ∈ A, and then by computing maxS∈A |p̃ts (S) − π(S)| we get an
estimate of the relative distance Dst (A).
In the experiments of Paper I, we estimated relative mixing times for
the Karzanov–Khachiyan chain and two alternative chains: the insertion
chain, which was mentioned by Bubley and Dyer [9] as an alternative for
the Karzanov–Khachiyan chain, and the novel shuffle chain. The chains
use the following algorithms for the transitions from Xt−1 to Xt , where
List(Xt−1 ) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ):
• Insertion chain: First, we draw indices i, j from the uniform distribution on {1, 2, . . . , n}. The idea is to attempt to move element
xi to the position of xj , moving other elements out of the way.
For example, if j ≥ i, we first check that none of the elements
xi+1 , xi+2 , . . . , xj are successors of xi in P , and if it holds, we set
List(Xt ) = (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xj , xi , xj+1 , . . . , xn ). Otherwise we
do nothing, setting Xt = Xt−1 . The case j < i is symmetric.
• Shuffle chain: We begin by drawing endpoints 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n for an
interval of elements I = {xi , xi+1 , . . . , xj } from a distribution that
favors short intervals: the probability for interval length 2 ≤ l ≤ n is
n/[l(l − 1)(n − 1)], which yields that the expected length is Θ(log n).
We then partition the poset restricted to the interval P [I] into mutually incomparable sets of elements, and randomly reinterleave them to
form a sequence (x′i , x′i+1 , . . . , x′j ) such that within each set of the par-
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tition, the elements stay in the same order as in Xt−1 . The new state
is then given by List(Xt ) = (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x′i , . . . , x′j , xj+1 , . . . , xn ).
Both of these chains have polynomial mixing time bounds: Bubley and
Dyer [9] proved the mixing time bound O(n4 log n log ℓ(P )) for the insertion chain, and we proved the mixing time bound O(n4 log2 n) for the
shuffle chain by using the fact that it often does the same transition as
the Karzanov–Khachiyan chain. However, the results of our experiments
showed that these bounds are very loose in practice: in all the randomly
generated types of poset instances we tried, the growth of the relative mixing times of the insertion and shuffle chains as functions of the number
of elements n resembled that of a quadratic function, though for insertion
chain we were able to create a poset where the growth is cubic. In contrast,
the growth of the relative mixing times of the Karzanov–Khachiyan chain
seemed to follow the O(n3 log n) bound.
In the alternative chains, the time complexity of simulating one transition is higher: the worst-case expected time complexity is O(n) and
O(n log n) for the insertion and shuffle chain, respectively, while a transition in the Karzanov–Khachiyan chain runs in constant time. Still, the
slowdown in the transition does not completely negate the improved mixing
times, because the time complexity bound O(n) is very pessimistic for the
insertion chain in typical instances and the constant factor in the time complexity bound for one shuffle chain transition is very small in a bit-parallel
implementation.
The success of the insertion chain in these experiments led us to investigate exact samplers based on similar Markov chains, resulting in improved
methods for linear extension counting. For instance, in Paper II we used
the exact sampler due to Huber [39], which lacks general-case complexity
bounds, to speed up the telescopic product method by an order of magnitude. Moreover, in the next section we will present the main contribution
of Paper III: an exact sampler based on a chain similar to the insertion
chain, enabling faster linear extension counting in large instances.

3.5

Continuous-space order constraints

In Section 3.3, we saw how we can use the telescopic product approach [46]
to count linear extensions approximately by sampling them uniformly at
random. Huber and Schott [41] developed an alternative method known as
the Tootsie Pop algorithm (TPA) for this problem of estimating the ratio of
sizes of two nested sets by sampling. In TPA, we need the two sets S0 ⊆ S1
to be measurable sets in a continuous measurable space. To estimate the
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ratio of their measures µ(S1 )/µ(S0 ), the algorithm utilizes an increasing
continuum of intermediate sets between S0 and S1 , in which we have a set
Sβ for each β ∈ (0, 1) such that for all 0 ≤ β ≤ β ′ ≤ 1 it holds that Sβ ⊆ Sβ ′
and the measure µ(Sβ ) grows continuously as a function of β ∈ [0, 1].
The TPA algorithm consist of multiple independent runs, each of which
iteratively constructs a decreasing sequence (βi )ki=0 of numbers in [0, 1],
which corresponds to decreasing sequence of sets (Sβi )ki=0 in the continuum.
The sequence starts from the outer set S1 and ends as soon as the inner set
S0 is reached. We obtain βi from βi−1 by sampling an element x ∈ Sβi−1
uniformly at random, and setting βi = inf{β ∈ [0, 1] : x ∈ Sβ }. This
means that if x ∈ S0 , we end the sequence by setting βi = 0, and otherwise
we choose βi such that x is on the boundary of Sβi .
The ratio of interest µ(S1 )/µ(S0 ) affects the sequence length k, because
in the sequence we decrease µ(Sβ ) on each step by a factor that is uniformly
distributed in [0, 1] until reaching µ(S0 ). This is equivalent to decreasing
log(µ(Sβ )) by subtracting exponentially distributed random values from it,
and thus k − 1 is Poisson distributed with mean r = log(µ(S1 )/µ(S0 )). To
obtain an (ǫ, δ)-approximation of µ(S1 )/µ(S0 ), we estimate r by taking an
average of k − 1 over multiple runs; the expected number of samples we
need to draw in total is O(ǫ−2 r2 log δ −1 ) [41].
TPA can be seen as a complementary approach compared to the telescopic product estimator: while the telescopic product scheme uses a fixed
monotone sequence of sets between the sets of interest and estimates the
ratio in each step using sampling, in TPA the step ratios all have a known
distribution, and they are used to form dynamic monotone sequences from
S1 to S0 whose lengths give us the estimator.
For the problem of approximately counting linear extensions of a given
poset P , there exists a TPA algorithm due to Banks et al. [3], which has
polynomial time complexity bound O(ǫ−2 (log ℓ(P ))2 n3 log n log δ −1 ). The
algorithm embeds the discrete problem into a continuous space by augmenting the set of linear extensions L(P ) with a continuous dimension. More
exactly, the outer set S1 is L(P ) × [0, 1]. In this section, we present the
main contribution of Paper III: a novel TPA algorithm for counting linear
extensions based on a completely different embedding of the problem into
continuous space.
We base the algorithm on the observation that if P = (A, ) is the
input poset and we define
S0 = {x ∈ [0, 1]A : xa ≤ xb for all (a, b) ∈ },
then we can compute ℓ(P ) as µ(S0 )n!, where µ(S0 ) is the n-dimensional
volume of the polytope S0 [21]. We estimate µ(S0 ) using TPA by comparing
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it to µ(S1 ) = 1, where S1 is the whole hypercube [0, 1]A . The sets S0 and
S1 are connected by a continuum of sets Sβ obtained by adding β as a slack
variable to the inequality constraints as follows:
Sβ = {x ∈ [0, 1]A : xa − xb ≤ β for all (a, b) ∈ }.
To complete the TPA algorithm, we need an algorithm that can sample
from the set Sβ for any 0 < β ≤ 1 uniformly at random. This problem
is subsumed by the problem of sampling from the hypercube [0, 1]n under
generalized order constraints, that is, from the subset
Ω = {x ∈ [0, 1]n : xi − xj ≤ sij for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n},
where sij ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. To do this, we use a very simple
Markov chain which we call the continuous relocation chain. In the chain,
the next state y is obtained from the previous state x is using the following
transition: We sample dimension 1 ≤ i ≤ n and coordinate p ∈ [0, 1]
uniformly at random, and define the point y ′ by setting yi′ = p and yj′ = xj
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that j 6= i. Now if y ′ ∈ Ω, we set y = y ′ , and
otherwise we do nothing, setting y = x.
The uniform distribution is a stationary distribution for this chain, because the transition densities are symmetric. The traditional way of using
the chain would be to prove a mixing time bound for it and simulate the
chain for a number of transitions given by the bound to obtain a single
sample. However, we have not been able to prove a mixing time bound for
this chain. Furthermore, even if we had a mixing time bound, we would
still only get samples from an approximately uniform distribution, and in
TPA we need samples exactly from the uniform distribution in order to get
guarantees on the correctness of the result [41]. For this reason, we need
perfect simulation [40], which means using the chain to obtain samples
exactly from the stationary distribution.
The continuous relocation chain is similar to the Markov chain due Huber [39], which can be used to sample points uniformly at random from Ω
in the special case where sij ∈ {0, 1} for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. For this chain,
perfect simulation was achieved using a technique known as monotone coupling from the past due to Propp and Wilson [74]. We will now show that
we can use the same technique also for the continuous relocation chain for
sampling from Ω in the more general case of arbitrary weights sij ≥ 0.
To obtain a sample exactly from the stationary distribution, we need
the chain to be coupled at the end of the simulation, which means that
the resulting state does not depend on the initial state we chose. However,
we cannot do this simply by simulating the chain until it has coupled, as
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Figure 3.7: We visualize the bounding chains (Lt )0t=−N and (Rt )0t=−N when
using monotone coupling from the past with the continuous relocation chain
for sampling from Ω = {x ∈ [0, 1]3 : x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3 }. We use the symbol ×
to mark the random numbers (the dimension i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and coordinate
p ∈ [0, 1]) for each transition. In (a), we see that if we use N = 6 iterations,
we achieve coupling and obtain a sample L0 = R0 , whereas in (b) we see
that N = 3 is not sufficient for coupling with these random numbers.
changing the number of iterations based on the coupling status will bias the
distribution. For this reason, we use coupling from the past: we index the
chain using nonpositive numbers (Xt )0t=−∞ , and consider X0 be the final
state of the chain that is obtained after an arbitrary long simulation. Now
if we simulate the chain from X−N up to X0 for some N > 0, then either
the chain is coupled and we get an unbiased sample X0 , or we need to run
the chain starting from further into past, in which case we double N and
retry, always using the same random numbers (in our case, the dimension
i = it and coordinate p = pt ) for the same transition from Xt−1 to Xt .
To implement this algorithm, we need a fast routine for detecting cases
where the chain has coupled. In monotone coupling from the past, this is
done by using a partial order ⊑ that is preserved by the transition in the
sense that for all x, y ∈ Ω such that x ⊑ y, the same ordering x′ ⊑ y ′ holds
for the states x′ and y ′ we get from x and y by applying the transition
using the same random numbers. There must also exist elements a, b ∈ Ω
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that satisfy a ⊑ x ⊑ b for all x ∈ Ω. For this chain, the partial order
⊑ = {(x, y) ∈ Ω × Ω : xi ≤ yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
with the elements a = (0, . . . , 0) and b = (1, . . . , 1) satisfies the conditions.
To detect coupling when simulating the chain from X−N to X0 , we run two
parallel bounding chains (Lt )0t=−N and (Rt )0t=−N that use the same random
numbers as (Xt ). The extremal elements a and b are used as the initial
states L−N and R−N . Now for any choice of initial state X−N ∈ Ω, it holds
that L−N ⊑ X−N ⊑ R−N , and by repeatedly applying the monotonicity
property we get that L0 ⊑ X0 ⊑ R0 . Now, if it happens that L0 = R0 ,
then necessarily also X0 = L0 , which means that the chain has coupled.
Figure 3.7 shows an example of the algorithm.
We know that the expected time complexity of this sampling algorithm
is finite, because it follows from the fact that coupling is detected with
positive probability for some N > 0. One advantage of coupling from the
past compared to directly simulating the chain is that even though we do
not have any bounds on the number of transitions N needed for coupling,
we can still use the algorithm in practice, as it knows when to stop.
To optimize this TPA algorithm further, we augmented it with the idea
of the ARMC algorithm of using a close relaxation R = (A, ′ ) of P to
make the estimated ratio smaller. We do this by using
S1 = {x ∈ [0, 1]A : xa ≤ xb for all (a, b) ∈ ′ },
as the outer set in TPA instead of [0, 1]A , which means that we estimate
the ratio µ(S1 )/µ(S0 ) = ℓ(R)/ℓ(P ). To connect S0 and S1 , we use the
following continuum of sets
Sβ = {x ∈ [0, 1]A : a ′ b ⇒ xa ≤ xb and a  b ⇒ xa − xb ≤ β ∀a, b ∈ A}.
For this optimized algorithm that we call relaxation Tootsie Pop, choosing
the relaxation R to be close to P is far less critical than for ARMC, because
the dependence of the running time on the ratio ℓ(R)/ℓ(P ) is logarithmic
instead of linear. Thus in the optimized algorithm we employ a heuristic
algorithm to find the relaxation from a class of posets in which we can count
linear extensions in polynomial time, that is, series-parallel posets [65] and
trees [2].
In Paper III, we evaluated the practical performance of the algorithm
by comparing it to ARMC and the telescopic product method with the
structure decomposition optimization by once more using the same experimental setup as Section 3.2 and 3.3. The results are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The running times of the TPA algorithms are shown as function of the number of elements in the poset along with the running times
shown in Figure 3.6 for the ARMC method and the fastest telescopic product method. For readability, only the medians over all the 9 datasets are
shown—a more detailed breakdown is shown in Paper III.
From the results we see that the basic TPA algorithm already outperforms
the telescopic product method and can be used to solve larger instances
than ARMC. After adding relaxation optimization, the running times improve by an order of magnitude, which extends the range up to n = 512
for our time limit of 24 hours. Even though we do not have a polynomial
time complexity bound, the steady growth of the running times suggests
that the algorithm could scale to even larger instances if the algorithm is
parallelized or allowed to use more time.

Chapter 4
Sampling DAGs from modular
distributions
In this chapter, we consider the problem of sampling DAGs from a modular distribution, motivated by its direct application in Bayesian network
learning described in Section 2.1. In the problem, we are given a set V of
nodes and a parent set weight wv (P ) for all v ∈ V and P ⊆ V \ {v}, and
the task is to sample DAGs from the set DV of all DAGs on V such that
the probability of outcome G ∈ DV is proportional to
Y
wv (Gv ),
w(G) =
v∈V

where Gv denotes the set of parent nodes of v in G. Because the input
consists of 2n−1 n weight values and each of them affects the result, we have
a lower bound Ω(2n ) for the running time of any exact algorithm. Because
|DV | ≥ n!, obtaining an exponential time complexity bound is nontrivial.
Tian and He [83] gave a dynamic programming algorithm
for the reP
′
lated problem of computing the normalizing constant
′
G ∈DV w(G ) in
Õ(3n ) time. Here the Õ notation suppresses logarithmic factors, that is,
g(n) = Õ(f (n)) if there exists k ≥ 0 such that g(n) = O(f (n) logk f (n)).
While in Section 3.2 we successfully used a single run of a similar dynamic
programming algorithm to create a polynomial-time sampler for linear extensions, we cannot directly replicate the idea in this case, because the
sums in the recurrences used by the dynamic programming algorithm have
both negative and positive terms.
In the remainder of this chapter, we present the contributions of Paper IV to the problem. We begin by describing the central idea of splitting
the sampling process into two phases, in which the root layering of the DAG
is sampled first and only then the DAG itself. Based on this, we present
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Figure 4.1: A DAG with root layering ({a, b}, {c, d, e}, {f }, {g, h}). The set
of DAGs with this root layering consists of the directed graphs in which
each node has parents only in the preceding layers and each node that is
not in the first layer has at least one parent in the adjacent previous layer.
a preprocessing scheme that runs in Õ(4n ) time and allows us to sample
DAGs from the distribution in polynomial time. After this, we give an
alternative preprocessing scheme that uses inclusion–exclusion recurrences
inspired by those of Tian and He [83] to speed up preprocessing time to
Õ(3n ) while still enabling sampling in Õ(2n ) time. Then we conclude the
chapter by adapting the algorithms to the symmetric case in which wv (P )
depends only on |P |, resulting in a sampler with a polynomial running time.

4.1

Root layerings

We define that a node v ∈ V is a root of DAG G = (V, E) if Gv = ∅. The
set of roots of G is denoted by ρ(G). The root layering of G is defined
as the ordered partition (Ri )li=1 of V we get by repeatedly removing the
roots of the DAG until all the nodes have been removed. Figure 4.1 shows
an example of the root layering of a DAG. To sample a DAG from the
modular distribution, we use a two-phase algorithm in which we first sample
the root layering of the DAG from its marginal distribution, and then the
DAG conditionally on the sampled root layering. This can be seen as a
generalization of the algorithm due to Kuipers and Moffa [55], which used
this two-phase approach for sampling DAGs from the uniform distribution.
In this two-phase algorithm, most of the difficulty is in the first phase,
because in the second phase, the fact that the root layering (Ri )li=1 is fixed
implies that the choices of parent sets Gv for nodes v ∈ V are mutually
independent. For each
S 1 ≤ i ≤ l and v ∈ Ri , we sample the parent set Gv
from the set C(Ri−1 , i−1
j=1 Rj ), where we define that R0 = 0 and
C(R, T ) = {S ⊆ T : S ∩ R 6= ∅ or R = ∅}.
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S
The parent set has to be a member of C(Ri−1 , i−1
j=1 Rj ), because otherwise
node v would be in some other layer of the root layering. The probability
weight of outcome Gv is given by the parent set weight wv (Gv ).
We implement the first phase of the algorithm by sampling the root
layering (Ri )li=1 iteratively, starting from the first layer. After we have
sampled Rj for all j < i, we sample the next layer Ri conditional on the
choices of the previous layers. It turns
S out that the correct conditional
probability for outcome Ri ⊆ U := V \ i−1
j=1 Rj is proportional to
Y
ŵv (Ri−1 , V \ U ),
(4.1)
f (Ri , U )
v∈Ri

where ŵv (R, T ) =

P

S∈C(R,T ) wv (S),

and for all R ⊆ U we define that

DV (R, U ) = {G ∈ DV : ρ(G) ⊇ V \ (U \ R), ρ(G[U ]) = R},
X
Y
f (R, U ) =
wv (Gv ).

(4.2)

G∈DV (R,U ) v∈U \R

The high level idea on why the formula (4.1) gives us the conditional distribution over Ri is that it essentially sums over the weights of all the DAGs
that are compatible with the chosen prefix (Rj )ij=1 of the root layering.
Fixing the prefix makes the parent sets of the nodes in Ri ∪ (V \ U ) mutually independent. Each ŵv -factor accounts for the weights of the possible
choices of the parent set of v ∈ Ri . We could also similarly account for the
parent sets of nodes in V \ U , but the resulting factor would not depend
on the choice of Ri , and thus it can be omitted. The factor f (Ri , U ) sums
over the possible DAG structures and accounts for the parent set weights
of the nodes in U \ R. As the parent sets of these nodes are independent
of the parent sets of the rest of the nodes, we may simply enforce that the
nodes in V \ (U \ R) have no parents, which means that the summation is
over the DAGs in DV (Ri , U ).
If we have precomputed all the values of ŵv and f , then a straightforward implementation of the two-phase sampling algorithm will run in Õ(2n )
time per sample. To precompute ŵv (R, T ) for all v ∈ V and R ⊆ T ⊆ V in
Õ(3n ) time, we first compute it in the cases where |R| ≤ 1 directly by using
the summation in the definition, and then for each case in which |R| ≥ 2,
we pick an element x ∈ R and use the recurrence
ŵv (R, T ) = ŵv ({x}, T ) + ŵv (R \ {x}, T ) \ {x}).
We can precompute f (R, U ) for all ∅ =
6 R ⊆ U ⊆ V using the recurrence
X
Y
f (R, U ) =
f (R′ , U \ R)
ŵv (R, V \ (U \ R))
(4.3)
∅6=R′ ⊆U \R

v∈R′
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with the base case f (U, U ) = 1. The recurrence considers every possible
set of roots R′ for G[U \ R], and in each case uses the same idea as (4.1)
to compute the sum of weights over the DAGs. As there are O(4n ) triplets
(R′ , R, U ) we need to consider, the precomputation runs in Õ(4n ) time.
Within this precomputation time budget of Õ(4n ), we can actually create structures that allow us to sample DAGs in polynomial time. This is
done by preprocessing a structure for sampling Ri ⊆ U weighted by (4.1)
for any U ⊆ V and Ri−1 ⊆ V \ U , and another structure for sampling
Gv ∈ C(R, T ) weighted by wv (Gv ) for any v ∈ V and R ⊆ T ⊆ V \ {v}.

4.2

Inclusion–exclusion recurrences

We will now give an alternative algorithm for precomputing f (R, U ) for
all ∅ 6= R ⊆ U ⊆ V that improves the time complexity bound to Õ(3n ),
although with the drawback of deteriorating the numerical stability. To
this end, we define for all R ⊆ X ⊆ U ⊆ V the set
D̄V (R, X, U ) = {G ∈ DV : ρ(G) ⊇ V \ (U \ R), ρ(G[U ]) ⊇ X}.
By using the inclusion–exclusion principle, we can transform (4.2) into
X
Y
X
(−1)|X\R|
wv (Gv ).
f (R, U ) =
R⊆X⊆U

G∈D̄V (R,X,U ) v∈U \R

As D̄V (R, X, U ) consists of exactly those DAGs that can be obtained from
a DAG in D̄V (∅, ∅, U \ X) by independently replacing the empty parent set
of each node v ∈ X \ R by an arbitrary subset of V \ U , we get that
Y
X
ŵv (∅, V \ U ),
(4.4)
(−1)|X\R| g(U \ X)
f (R, U ) =
R⊆X⊆U

where we define for all U ⊆ V
g(U ) =

v∈X\R

X

Y

wv (Gv ).

G∈D̄V (∅,∅,U ) v∈U

Precomputing all the values of f given the values of g using a straightforward implementation of the formula (4.4) runs in Õ(4n ) time. However,
we can optimize this to Õ(3n ) as follows. We consider a fixed U ⊆ V at a
time, and invert the first argument. This means that we want to compute
the value fU (S) = f (U \ S, U ) for all S ⊆ U . If we make the substitutions
X = U \ Y and R = U \ S to the formula (4.4), we get that
X
Y
fU (S) =
(−1)|S\Y | g(Y )
ŵv (∅, V \ U )
Y ⊆S

v∈S\Y
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P
This is the subset convolution
Y ⊆S g(Y )h(S \ Y ) of functions g and h,
Q
|Z|
where h(Z) = (−1)
v∈Z ŵv (∅, V \ U ), and thus we can compute fU (S)
|U
|
for all S ⊆ U in Õ(2 ) time by using the fast subset convolution algorithm
due to Björklund et al. [6]. By repeating this process for all U ⊆ V , we
get all the values of f in Õ(3n ) time. In Section 3.1 of Paper IV, we use
the special structure of h to optimize the convolution further, but the time
complexity in the sense of Õ-notation remains the same.
We still have the task of computing the value g(US
) for all U ⊆ V remaining. In the case U 6= ∅ it holds that D̄V (∅, ∅, U ) = v∈U D̄V (∅, {v}, U ),
and thus by applying the inclusion–exclusion principle, we get that
X
X
Y
g(U ) =
(−1)|R|+1
wv (Gv ).
∅6=R⊆U

G∈D̄V (∅,R,U ) v∈U

Similarly to (4.4), we see that the DAGs in D̄V (∅, R, U ) are obtained from
the DAGs in D̄V (∅, ∅, U \ R) by choosing a subset of V \ U as the parent
set for each node in R, and thus we get the recurrence
X
Y
g(U ) =
(−1)|R|+1 g(U \ R)
ŵv (∅, V \ U )
∅6=R⊆U

v∈R

with base case g(∅) = 1. A straightforward implementation of this recurrence computes all the values in Õ(3n ) time.
In theory, this Õ(3n )-time preprocessing algorithm is much faster than
the Õ(4n )-time preprocessing algorithm. However, it turns out that in
practice, using the Õ(4n )-time recurrence (4.3) is actually faster. To get
an idea on why this happens, we need to look at the time complexities in
the sense of O-notation instead of Õ-notation. Let us make the following
standard assumption about the machine word, which is the native number
type on which we can run arithmetic operations in O(1) time: we assume
that it is large enough to fit a single parent weight wv (P ) or an index to
the input array, that is, a Θ(n)-bit integer.
If we carry out all the computations using exact integers, then the time
complexity of the preprocessing step using the inclusion–exclusion recurrences is O(3n n2 ). One of the O(n)-factors in the time complexity comes
from the fact that the exact representation of some of the numbers in the
computation will require O(n) machine words. While typically algorithms
like this are implemented using floating point numbers such that the precision of all the values is truncated to O(1) machine words, in this case we
cannot do this, because the subtractions in the inclusion–exclusion formulas might lead to catastrophic cancellation. This kind of cancellation occurs
in cases where the two operands for a subtraction operation are very close
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together, and thus the relative error of the result is much larger than that
of the operands. This problem only occurs with the inclusion–exclusion
recurrences, as the other formulas only use additions and multiplications of
nonnegative numbers. Thus we can use truncated floating point numbers
to implement preprocessing based on the recurrence (4.3) in O(4n ) time.
In practice, we can only handle instances where n < 20, because the
time complexities of the algorithms are bounded from below by Ω(3n ). In
this range 4n < 3n n2 , and thus the algorithm with time complexity O(4n )
is likely to be faster than the algorithm with time complexity O(3n n2 ), as
we know that the constant factors hidden by the O-notation are moderate.
For this reason, we implemented the O(4n )-time preprocessing algorithm
based on (4.3) for the experiments of Paper IV. The largest case the implementation could handle had n = 15 elements and took two minutes. In
the case n = 16, the algorithm ran out of memory, as the space complexity is Θ(3n n). By trading speed for lower memory consumption by storing
ŵ(R, T ) only for the cases where |R| ≤ 1, we were able to handle cases with
n = 17 in five hours.
Remark. The definitions given in Paper IV for the sets G(R, U ) and
Ḡ(X, U ) that correspond to DV (R, U ) and D̄V (R, X, U ), respectively, were
errorneously missing the constraint ρ(G) ⊇ R for the DAGs G. We have
corrected the error in this chapter. The error concerned only the correctness
proof; the algorithm itself was already correct and remains unchanged.

4.3

Symmetric case

Let us consider the special case of symmetric modular distributions, in
which there exists a function w∗ : {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} → [0, ∞) such that each
parent set weight wv (P ) is given by w∗ (|P |). We show that in this case, our
algorithms can be adapted such that they run in time that is polynomial
in n. The input for the algorithm consists of w∗ (p) for all 0 ≤ p ≤ n − 1.
In the symmetric case, all the nodes are interchangeable. Thus to adapt
the preprocessing algorithm, we can simply replace sets by their sizes, which
means that we replace f (R, U ) by f (r, u) and ŵv (R, T ) by ŵ∗ (r, t), where
r, u, and t are integers. We base the preprocessing algorithm on the Õ(4n )time preprocessing algorithm for the general case due to its better numerical
stability. We compute f (r, u) for all 1 ≤ r ≤ u ≤ n using the following
adaptation of (4.3):
f (r, u) =


u−r 
X
u−r

r′ =1

r′

′

f (r′ , u − r)(ŵ∗ (r, n − u + r))r ,

(4.5)
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and ŵ∗ (r, t) for all 0 ≤ r ≤ t ≤ n by reduction to the case r ≤ 1 using
the recurrence ŵ∗ (r, t) = ŵ∗ (1, t) + ŵ(r − 1, t − 1). In the sampling phase,
we iteratively sample the sizes of the root layers (ri )li=1 from distributions
given by the adaptation of formula (4.1). After this, we randomly distribute
the set V among them to form the root layering (Ri )li=1 such that |Ri | = ri
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and proceed similarly to the general-case algorithm.
We can prove that on average, floating point numbers of O(1) machine
words suffice for this algorithm. Based on this, a straightforward analysis
shows that preprocessing runs in O(n3 ) time, after which we can obtain
samples in O(n2 ) time. However, we can improve the preprocessing time
complexity by using a result due to Liskovets [59], which states that in
a DAG sampled from the uniform distribution, the number of root nodes
is small with a very high probability. Based on this result, Kuipers and
Moffa [55] observed that for uniform DAG sampling, we can simply disregard the cases where a root layer is larger than a certain threshold, as they
have negligible probability. In Section 4.4 of Paper IV, we show that this
optimization can be used in the general symmetric case without sacrificing the exactness of the algorithm. The performance of the generalization
depends on the following distance to uniformity:

A = log2 max{w∗ (a)/w∗ (b) : a, b ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} .

If at least one weight w∗ (p) is zero, we define that A = ∞. We obtain
an improved preprocessing time complexity bound O(n2 min{A + 1, n}) by
setting f (r, u) = 0 for all r > ℓ for some threshold ℓ, which means that we
can also truncate the sum in the recurrence relation (4.5) to the first ℓ terms.
To keep the algorithm exact, we maintain bounds on the induced error
and if in the sampling phase we notice that the precision is not sufficient,
we rerun the preprocessing with increased ℓ and possibly with increased
numerical accuracy. However, this recomputation happens with only a
very small probability, and thus the expected running time of the sampling
phase remains O(n2 ).
In the case of the uniform distribution over DAGs, which can be represented as a symmetric modular distribution by setting all the weights w∗ (p)
to 1, it holds that A = 0. Thus both preprocessing and sampling runs in
O(n2 ) time for the uniform distribution, which improves on the previous
best known bound O(n3 ) for exact sampling [55]. Unlike the exponentialtime algorithms for the general case, this algorithm can sample DAGs of
thousands of nodes in a matter of seconds.
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Chapter 5
Moral acyclic orientations

In Section 2.2, we considered causal learning, and arrived at the problems of
counting and sampling DAGs in the Markov equivalence class corresponding
to a given essential graph G = (V, E). The equivalence class contains
exactly the DAGs that can be obtained from the partially directed graph
G by directing the undirected edges without creating directed cycles or
additional immoralities, that is, triplets (a, v, b) of distinct nodes such that
there are directed edges a → v ← b but no edge between a and b.
It turns out that the problems reduce to the special case where G is
an undirected connected chordal graph (UCCG). In this case, G does not
contain any immoralities to begin with, and thus in the problem we count or
sample moral acyclic orientations (MAOs) of the UCCG. In the reduction
from the general case, we simply remove the directed edges of the essential
graph and consider each component separately. The special structure [1] of
the essential graph ensures that each component is a UCCG and we may
orient it independently from the rest of the graph [28]. This means that
the number of DAGs in the equivalence class is obtained as the product of
the numbers of MAOs of each UCCG component.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will introduce the contributions of
Paper V to the problem of counting and sampling MAOs. We begin by
describing the recursive algorithm due to He et al. [35] and the improved
algorithm we obtain using dynamic programming. After this, we present
a new dynamic programming algorithm based on the clique tree decomposition of the chordal graph. We conclude the chapter by experimentally
comparing the performance of the algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: To count the MAOs of UCCG (a), the recursive root picking
algorithm [35] counts the MAOs separately for every possible root node. In
the case of root node a, the algorithm forms the rooted essential graph (b)
by orienting the edges (in red) incident to a away from it, followed by the
other orientations (in blue) that follow by the morality condition. After
removing all the directed edges, the resulting graph (c) consists of UCCG
components. The algorithm recursively counts the MAOs of each of them,
multiplying the results to obtain the number of MAOs with root a.

5.1

Recursive root picking

The recursive MAO counting algorithm due to He et al. [35] is based on the
observation that each MAO of a UCCG G has exactly one root node, that
is, a node with no parents. This holds because any DAG has at least one
root node and having two root nodes in a MAO leads to a contradiction
as follows. Consider the shortest path (x0 , x1 , . . . , xm ) in G between two
distinct roots in MAO D. Because x0 and xm are roots, we have the
orientations x0 → x1 and xm−1 ← xm . Thus we also have the orientations
xi−1 → xi ← xi+1 for some 1 ≤ i < m. As the path is shortest, there is no
edge connecting xi−1 and xi+1 , and thus (xi−1 , xi , xi+1 ) is an immorality
in D, which is a contradiction with the assumption that D is a MAO.
This observation makes it possible for the algorithm to count the total
number of MAOs of G by counting for each v ∈ V the number of MAOs
with root v and adding up the results. To count MAOs with root v, the
algorithm counts the MAOs of the rooted essential graph G(v) , which is
obtained from G by incorporating the edge orientations that are fixed by
the choice of root. Constructing G(v) from given UCCG G works by first
orienting the edges incident to v away from it, and then as long as there is
an induced subgraph a → b − c in the graph, orienting the undirected edge
to direction b → c as implied by the morality condition [34, 35]. Figure 5.1
shows an example of the construction.
If we remove all the directed edges from the rooted essential graph
(v)
G , the components of the resulting graph are UCCGs and each MAO

5.1 Recursive root picking
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of G(v) is obtained by independently choosing a MAO for each UCCG
component [35]. Similarly to the reduction from general essential graphs
to UCCGs, we obtain the number of MAOs of G(v) as the product of the
numbers of MAOs of each UCCG component. By recursively solving each
subproblem, the algorithm eventually reduces all the subproblems to the
base case where |V | = 1.
In the worst case where G is a complete graph, all the nodes apart from
the chosen root always form a single subproblem, and thus the number of
recursive calls is O(n!). Each recursive call considers O(n) roots and for
each of them constructs the rooted essential graph in O(n3 ) time, which
yields a bound O(n!n4 ) for the total time complexity. However, for practical
instances the bound is very loose, as the UCCG is typically subdivided into
multiple small subproblems when removing the directed edges of the rooted
essential graph. He et al. [35] further speed up the algorithm by using a
formula to count the MAOs in special cases where the UCCG is close to a
tree or a complete graph.
In Paper V, we observe that the recursive algorithm often solves the
same subproblem multiple times. We can avoid this repeated computation
using memoization, by storing the result of each subproblem in a lookup
table after computing it for the first time. We also prove that each subproblem is actually an induced subgraph G[U ] of the original UCCG G for some
U ⊆ V . As there are 2n such sets U , this dynamic programming algorithm
achieves time complexity bound O(2n n4 ). Due to the use of the lookup
table, the space complexity increases from O(n3 ) to O(2n ). These bounds
are often loose in practice, since not all subproblems U ⊆ V are considered.
We also note that by tracing back the recursive steps made by the
counting algorithm, we can sample MAOs of G uniformly at random. In
this sampling method, we first sample the root v ∈ V for the MAO weighted
by the total number of MAOs with that root. The rooted essential graph
G(v) then gives us some of the edge directions, and the subgraph consisting
of the remaining undirected edges is oriented by recursively sampling a
MAO for each UCCG component. We modify the counting algorithm such
that after running it once, the resulting data structure can be used to
sample MAOs of G in O(|V | + |E|) time. The modified algorithm saves
for each considered subproblem a data structure that enables sampling the
root node in O(1) time [89, 90] along with a list of references to the data
structures of the resulting subproblems for each possible root. Saving these
data structures does not increase the time complexity of the algorithm.
However, the space complexity becomes equal to the time complexity.
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Dynamic programming in clique tree

Connected chordal graphs are special in that they can be exactly represented as clique trees [7]. To represent the UCCG G = (V, E), we use a
clique tree T = (X , L) in which the nodes X ⊆ 2V are exactly the maximal
cliques of G. We refer to nodes of T as bags to differentiate them from nodes
of G. The structure of the tree satisfies the running intersection property:
for each v ∈ V , the bags that contain v induce a connected subtree of T .
The UCCG G can be recovered from T because we have an edge between
nodes a, b ∈ V if and only if there exists a bag X ∈ X such that a, b ∈ X.
It is known that a clique tree representing UCCG G can be constructed in
O(|V | + |E|) time [7].
In this section, we introduce the second main contribution of Paper V:
a new algorithm for counting and sampling MAOs based on translating the
MAOs of G into assignments (X )X∈X of linear orders to each bag of the
clique tree T . The algorithm is based on dynamic programming over subtrees of T in which we form the assignments by joining together compatible
partial assignments (X )X∈X ′ for subtrees T [X ′ ]. Dynamic programming
over the clique tree is a special case of the technique of dynamic programming over a tree decomposition, which is commonly used to solve hard
problems on graphs in polynomial time in cases where the treewidth of the
graph is bounded [16].
The linear order assignment (X )X∈X corresponding to the acyclic orientation D = (V, A) of G is defined by
X = {(a, b) ∈ X 2 : a = b or (a, b) ∈ A}.
Because D is acyclic and each bag is a clique in G, it holds that X is a
linear order for all X ∈ X . We characterize the assignments (X )X∈X that
correspond to a MAO of G using the following conditions for all pairs of
adjacent bags X and Y in T :
(1) The orders X and Y are compatible, that is, for all a, b ∈ X ∩ Y
it holds that a X b if and only if a Y b.
(2) Let XX ∋ X and XY ∋ Y be the components of T remaining after
disconnecting the edge between X and Y . Now for all v ∈ X ∩ Y , at
most one of the following holds:
• There exists X ′ ∈ XX such that v ∈ X ′ and for some a ∈ X ′ \ Y
it holds that a ≺X ′ v.

• There exists Y ′ ∈ XY such that v ∈ Y ′ and for some b ∈ Y ′ \ X
it holds that b ≺Y ′ v.

5.2 Dynamic programming in clique tree
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Figure 5.2: Consider the UCCG and the corresponding clique tree shown
in (a). The assignment of linear orders to the bags shown in (b) corresponds
to an acyclic orientation of the UCCG, because it satisfies condition (1):
all pairs of adjacent bags agree on the ordering of their common nodes.
However, the assignment does not satisfy condition (2): if we choose the
adjacent bags X and Y as shown in the figure, then the node b ∈ X ∩ Y has
predecessors c and f that only appear in bags on different sides of the edge
between X and Y . This means that the corresponding acyclic orientation
contains the immorality (c, b, f ). The assignment in (c) corresponds to a
MAO, because it satisfies both conditions (1) and (2).
Condition (1) ensures that the acyclic orientation
D = (V, A) can be recovS
ered from the assignment by setting A = X∈X ≺X . Condition (2) ensures
that D does not contain an immorality (a, v, b). The examples of Figure 5.2
illustrate this characterization.
Each subtree of T considered by the dynamic programming algorithm
has a designated root bag, and the algorithm only joins assignments to
subtrees that are disjoint and have root bags that are adjacent in T ; one of
the root bags then becomes the root of the joined subtree. Because of this,
the algorithm can lump together different assignments as long as they have
the same essential configuration, which concerns nodes at the root bag.
This kind of local information is sufficient for checking the compatibility
of joined assignments, because the running intersection property of clique
trees allowed us to formulate the conditions (1) and (2) such that they only
consider nodes in two adjacent bags.
For the subtree induced by X ′ ⊆ X with root bag R ∈ X ′ , the essential
configuration of assignment (X )X∈X ′ consists of the linear order R along
with one additional bit of information for every node v ∈ R, which signifies
whether there exists X ∈ X ′ and u ∈ X \ R such that v ∈ X and u ≺X v.
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The algorithm works by constructing for each subtree a table which gives
the number of assignments for each possible essential configuration. If k is
the size of the largest clique in G, then |X| ≤ k for all X ∈ X and thus
each table has at most 2k k! entries. We devised an algorithm for joining
two tables in O(k!2k k 2 ) time using the fast subset convolution [6]. As there
are O(n) bags in total, the counting algorithm runs in O(k!2k k 2 n) time.
The fact that the bound has the form O(f (k)nc ) proves that the problem
is fixed parameter tractable [16] when parameterized by k.
Similarly to the recursive root picking algorithm, this counting algorithm can be modified to produce a data structure for sampling MAOs in
O(|V | + |E|) time. However, the time complexity of the algorithm increases
to O(3k k!k 2 n), because the way the fast subset convolution uses subtraction
renders it unusable for sampling. When implementing the algorithm, we
noticed that using a straightforward algorithm for the subset convolution
instead of the fast subset convolution is in practice faster also in the case of
counting MAOs, because the tables are typically sparse and the fast subset
convolution does not benefit from sparsity.
Remark. Independently of our work, Ghassami et al. [27] gave another
clique tree-based algorithm for counting and sampling MAOs with time
complexity bound O(n∆+2 ), where ∆ is the maximum degree in G. Our
result is stronger in the sense that k is a less restrictive parameter than
∆, because it always holds that k ≤ ∆ + 1. In addition, their algorithm
only proves that the problem is in the class of slice-wise polynomial (XP)
problems [16] when parameterized by ∆; it does not prove fixed parameter tractability (FPT), because the parameter ∆ affects the degree of the
polynomial in the time complexity. From our FPT result for parameter k,
we obtain as a corollary that the problem is FPT also for parameter ∆.

5.3

Experiments

In Paper V, we experimentally compared the performance of the recursive
root picking algorithm, its dynamic programming variant and the clique
tree-based dynamic programming algorithm. To generate the UCCGs for
the experiments, we used the same method that He et al. [35] used in
the experimental evaluation of the recursive root picking algorithm. The
method starts from a tree of n nodes and repeatedly chooses a pair of nodes
uniformly at random and adds an edge between them if the resulting graph
is still chordal. This process is continued until the UCCG has rn edges,
where r is a given density parameter.

5.3 Experiments
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Figure 5.3 shows the running times of the algorithms for different numbers of nodes n and densities r. In the sparse case r = 3, we see that
dynamic programming in the clique tree is the fastest algorithm in large
instances, which is expected, because sparse instances are unlikely to contain large cliques. The speedup obtained by augmenting the recursive root
picking algorithm with dynamic programming is very small in the sparse
case, but when moving to the dense case r = 6, the speedup factor exceeds
an order of magnitude and the algorithm is clearly the fastest.
Remark. Based on an exhaustive enumeration of all the Markov equivalence classes of DAGs with at most 10 nodes, Gillispie and Perlman [28]
observed that the average size of an equivalence class appears to converge to
a constant that is less than four as the number of nodes increases. A more
recent result due to Katz et al. [49] suggests that also in the practically
relevant case of sparse DAGs, a vast majority of the equivalence classes are
small. Thus from the viewpoint of average case analysis, the problem of
counting and sampling DAGs in a Markov equivalence class is easily solved
by a simple enumeration of all the DAGs in the equivalence class. Despite
this, in the wide class of instances where the essential graph contains large
undirected components, the large size of the equivalence class makes the
enumeration method unfeasible. More involved methods, such as the ones
considered in this chapter, are required to solve these cases.
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Figure 5.3: The median running times of the algorithms as functions of the
number of nodes n for different density parameters r. When r = 6 and
n ≥ 128, the running times of the clique tree-based dynamic programming
algorithm are missing because the memory consumption of the algorithm
exceeds the 4 gigabyte limit.

Chapter 6
Discussion
In this thesis, we studied counting and sampling of directed acyclic structures under a variety of constraints, all of which stem from structure learning in Bayesian networks. Our contributions to these problems are in the
form of algorithms whose results are guaranteed to be either exact or within
given error bounds with high probability. We did not restrict our attention
to algorithms for which we can prove good time complexity bounds, placing
emphasis on the practical running time on typical instances instead.
A large part of the thesis was dedicated to sampling and counting linear
extensions using methods based on Markov chains. Taking an experimental approach, we discovered in Paper I that alternatives to the Karzanov–
Khachiyan chain often perform better in practice despite their lack of convergence bounds. In Paper II, we were able to obtain practical speedups
to the state-of-the-art polynomial-time approximate counting scheme by
switching to an alternative chain and exploiting structural features in the
posets. Then in Paper III we presented a novel Markov chain-based exact
sampler, which was successful in speeding up approximate linear extension
counting in the relaxation Tootsie Pop algorithm. Bounding the time complexity of the sampler remains an open problem. Our experiments suggest
that the time complexity is polynomial. However, the experiments only
consider a limited set of benchmark instances—we did not systematically
look for worst cases.
In Paper II we also proposed the adaptive relaxation Monte Carlo
method (ARMC), which augments the dynamic programming algorithm
for counting linear extensions with sampling-based approximation, allowing it to handle larger instances. The method makes the instance easier by
relaxing the constraints and then solves it exactly using the dynamic programming algorithm. Sampling is used to estimate the skew in the result
introduced by the relaxation. This approach could potentially be used in
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other constrained counting problems as well. The ARMC and the relaxation Tootsie Pop algorithm together constitute the new state of the art
in approximate linear extension counting. The algorithms are similar to
each other in the sense that they are both based on sampling elements of
relaxations of the original instance, however, they excel in clearly separated
ranges of input size. Thus it is natural to ask whether combining ideas from
both algorithms could result in further speedups.
For the problem of sampling DAGs from modular distributions, we presented the first exact exponential-time algorithm in Paper IV. The time
complexity of the algorithm is Õ(3n ), where n is the number of nodes. Since
any exact algorithm for the general case of the problem has to take into
account all of the Ω(2n n) input weights, the time complexity will necessarily be at least exponential. One challenge for future work is designing
an exact algorithm that improves the time complexity, as there is potentially still room for improvement. However, a more important question is
whether we can use special properties of the distribution to bridge the gap
between exact methods, which are limited to small instances, and Markov
chain-based methods, which can often handle larger instances in practice
but offer no guarantees on the quality of the result. The polynomial-time
sampling algorithm we presented for the special case of symmetric modular
distributions contains one idea towards this direction, as the time complexity of the algorithm adapts to the uniformity of the given weights.
Finally, in Paper V we studied the problem of counting and sampling
DAGs from a given Markov equivalence class. We improved the state-ofthe-art recursive algorithm by using dynamic programming, which resulted
in speedups of multiple orders of magnitude for dense instances. We also
presented another dynamic programming algorithm based on the clique tree
structure of each chordal undirected component of the essential graph. The
algorithm runs in linear time if the size of the maximum clique is bounded,
and we also found it to be the fastest algorithm for sparse instances in
practice. While we proved that the problem is fixed parameter tractable
when parameterized by the clique size, it remains an open question whether
the problem is #P-hard when the clique size is unbounded.
In summary, we successfully improved the performance of algorithms
for each of the computational problems in terms of practical running time,
and in some cases also in the form of improved asymptotic time complexity
bounds. Our approach of tailoring each algorithm to the specific problem
led to very different algorithms for each of the three considered problems.
Despite this, some of the methods we discovered should be useful also more
generally in other constrained counting and sampling problems.
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